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AROUND THE CONFERENCE TABLE 

A start has been made, but, 
«-there's much yet to be done. 

Realizing the importance of technical agricultural service to the farmers 

of Wisconsin, extension specielists of the College of Agriculture have made and com 

pleted a review of all existing extension projects as the first step in a reapprais- 

al of agricultural service to farmers, 

Back of this special series of discussions was the conviction on the part 

of many extension people thats ~ ‘ 

1, There is a new and pressing need to coordinate the vork of the specialist, the 

County Agent and the Supervisor in the development of county agricultural programs, 

2. The specialist must drop the role of being solely an expert adviser to individ- 

val farmers on subject matter and take his rightful place in the larger field of k 

educator and planner. This new role is particularly needed now with the many 

agencies operating in the field, 

3. Specialists should be, now more than ever before interested in coordinating 

their services with that of other specialists and newer public agencies for the 

welfare of rural people, 

4, Specialists are willing to take advantage of the experience and knowledge of 

other specialists about the limitation and advantage of the regions in which they 

work =— why and how some farmers succeed or feil, and why some communities prosper 

and others do not, 

5. Extension specialists should have a broad social philosophy of the service 

they can render as they work with rural people. 

Coordination has begun 

Some real progress has already been made in coordination in both the 

esearch and Extension fields which may serve as a pattern for the future, 

Seldom does a department have a research project that is begun and carried to 

Completion within that department alone, The Soils, Agronomy, Animal Husbandry, 

Dairy and Agricultural Economics staffs are jointly involved in their research 

ork, In Agricultural Extension, af bh aad the problem approach, we will do
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likewise. In southwestern Wisconsin, for example, where soil erosion problems are 

the most acute, soils, forestry, engineering, agronomy ond farm management 

re) i specialists work together in determining and developing procedures for soil ero- 

ot é sion control practices on Wisconsin farms in cooperation with farmers and farm 

Ee leaders. Here each area presents somewhat different problems requiring the com 

bined judgment and experience of specialists in several fields. 

inser Constructive Suggestions Were Made 

tent Out of this special series of informal discussions, many constructive 

: ithe suggestions for improving extension work were made. For purpose of brevity eight 

bye sail of these suggestions are here given: 

rdinvat 1) 1, That the specialists be informed of the administrative, financial and budgetary 

ice aot relationships existing between the Federal Department of Agriculture and the 

“ho tories State Extension Service; that they be informed of some at least of the most 

fag important financial difficulties with which the administration of the State Bx 

adel «bo tension Service and Oollege is confronted, 

ov babe th 2, That in view of the immediate necessity for curtailment of expenditures because 

“cheney of limited state appropriations that an opportunity be provided for a clear and 

aio read unbiased discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of a central state booking 

Hey “ae HRS agent, 

eu saee HE 3. That a closer relationship be established between the staff of the Experiment 

Hie IRa +’, Station and the Extension Service in order that the extension specialists might be 

pu dito Yad better informed on Research work completed and in progress in subject matter fields 

other than their own, 

ie 4, That a County Agricultural Agent, a Club Agent, and a Home Demonstration Agent 

Eighg Iy Matin 22 be given the opportunity to discuss with the specialist group how in their judgment 

ido “mod the specialist can be of greater assistance to County Extension Agents (i.e.) in 

by Hao F¥aty preparing more bulletins, special articles, more publicity, more help at meetings, 

fie ‘pts safe! demonstrations, fairs, tours, at planning conferences or in personal visits to 

fcber comty agents in arranging work. 

~more—
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: 5. That the Presidents or Secretaries of the General Farm Orzanizations be given 

7 an opportunity to explain their programs and to suggest how, in their judgment, 

: aa the Bxtension Staff might, in an educational way, be of greater assistance to 

. them in advancing the cause of organized agriculture. 

6. That because of the many new federal agencies operating in Wisconsin such es 

the F.5,A., SC.S. and Agricultural Conservation, all with a large staff of field 

; personnel, the subject matter specialists might arrange, in Many cases, to advance 

thelr work much more rapidly by conducting more "treining schools" for the person~ 

nel of these agencies. 

7. That because the demands on the various Branch Experiment Stations Field Days 

have already grown beyond the possi bility of the Research director to carry out 

D with his limited staff, a special committee of Extension specialists be appointed 

fm to plan and assist the resident director in making the most of his Farmer Field 

days. 

8, That the new administrative project, County Land Use Planning, be fully pre- 

sented to the specialist group and their counsel and assistance be secured in the 

: development of this project, 

Much Remeins to be Done 

It will take much time and effort to put into effect only a few of the 

: : suggestions already made at these discussion conferences. Above all else two 

points stand out clear. First, before eny large~scole, long-time plans for the 

farm and the farm home can be put into effect, it is vitally important that certain 

basic facts ~~ out of which the elements of the plan are composed -- be obtained, 

Second, if a satisfactory, profitable end dignified agriculture is to be made, real 

and lasting in this America of ours, there be a clear and common understanding of 

the objectives ahead, This is the fundamental reason why the series of discussions 

vas begun in Wisconsin. Extension Committee for 1938-39 
tace W. A. Rowlands, Chairman 

Marie Kellogg 
R, H, Rasmussen
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EL DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
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Be eee NOVEMBER 193€ 

Economic information is vital, end gethering, interpreting and disseminet- 
easter ing such information hes become one of the primery functions of Bxtension Workers in 

Agriculturel Economics. The economic phese of extension work here in Wisconsin hes 
Catiybeg et Hie received much emphasis during the recent years. We now have neerly the full time of 

one men on lend zoning and lend uee. The full time of one men end one-helf time of 
Pe niney ‘ enother on outlook interpreting and dissemineting economic informetion especially in 

reverd to the AAA action progrems. The extension work in merketing requires the full 
Pett a time of one man and onerhalf time of two others. The ferm record end ferm menege- 

nent phese requires the full time of 2 men end three-fourths time of another, Be-~ 
Boi Na ae sides these, there are several occesions where other members of the department are 

speeking et meetings which if en extension men took the assignment, it would be calle? 
ee be extension, 

erat) fic Same The objective of economic “xtension work is to bring before fermers either 
in groups or individuelly a solution to thuir problems. The ferm management phase 

ep teat is to help the farmer meke @ higher leoor income. It proposes to help the individuel 
farmer to apply the business principles in ferming to his own farm. It aids the 

PRC fe fermer in the orgenizetion end manegement of the ferm enterprise for the purpose of 
. securing the greatest continuous profit. Extension work in ferm maenegement deels 

ears ith the farm as e unit end considers the welferc of the operetor of this unit the 
é imortent pert. Successful ferming demends an underetending of business orgenizetion 

; ‘ md menegemont for the efficient use of cepitel, lebor, livestock end equipment, 

eilltiecs Long eges of experience end a generetion of scientific research have re- 
wilted in a fund of populer knowledge on how to reise crops end care for livestock, 

Bee ais ht there is less beckground »%f tredition concerning business methods on the ferm. 
the success of the individuel fermer is es mach dependent on the epplicetion of 
usiness principles ss it is on crop yields end production of animals, 

The surest wey to find nut whet methods of ferm orgenizetion end menege- 
tnt pey best is to study the methods nov used, shoving profits secured on lerge 

‘ea ae unbers of ferms end determine how the more successful ones differ from the others. 
ea ates the charts shown brought out these differences in labor income. ’ 

ae } The economic oxtension specialist end the work he does ere generelly re- 
eee grded as being attached to some section of the egriculturel depertment such es 
nae trketing, lend economics end fern moenezemcnt., The subject metter used by the Bx 

ee tension Specialist usually origineted in the respective dopertments, Hovever, there na eed ise greet deal of oxtension work done vhich does not reedily attech itself tn eny 
eat berticuler section, such es outlook, rurel discussion work, credit, taxes, etc, 

Ao The present policy of the College is for the extension vork within e 
q ‘uty to be cerried on vith the cooperation of end through the County Agent. This 
Peis is the most desireble wey to edminister the various extension projects in order to 
ay rest ‘rrelate the extension ectivities of a county. During the pest few yeers, actinn 

3 imerems of the A.A,A. have demended lerze proportions of the County agentswith the 
F "sult thet some of the extension projects of the depertment heve not been too ective.
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It now looks as though these action prograns will result in new emphesis 
on more thorough plenning, This will require more coordination of the verious 

egriculturel activities of the county and ell different evailable agricultural 
extension activities which contribute to the solution of the county egriculturel 
problems, 

§ The results end effectiveness of some of the recognized extension ectivities 
in the Agricultural Zconomics Depertment cennot be measured by any of the usuel 

1 stendards. Some nheses of marieting extension work consists of service to coopera- 
t tives. A careful study of the probloms and the situation is required before e picture 

t ‘Hof the problem can be presented to the local comaittee but ection taken by this com~ 
nittee may effect the finencial status of severel hundred farrers. Yet the report 

shows only one factory visited. Much work in cutlook and interpretation end dissem- 
Pie ination of economic information is difficult to show in e setisfectory wey. 

; EXTENSION WORK NOW BEING CARRIED ON BY THE DEPARTMENT 

“BI, FARM MANAGEMENT 

ia di, The ferm menegement work, which centers eround ferm incomes, hes been 

tts i¢ jcerried on not only in connection with County Agent ectivities, but elso with voce- 
tial egriculture pupils, 4-H Club nembers, youth vocation guidence groups, end 

ie, tit with egencies loaning money to farmers, 

Puvg staades The types of work done in this field may bo clessed as follows: 

" or Grad 1, Ferm business record keeping, A simplified farm record book is used 
Sereth ietes ly farmer cooperators in keeping ea record of the farm trensactions and facts which 

pegeht ca gat lirectly effect their business. These records are sent to the College where they 
.foey tettecs tre summarized and enelyzed, after which a summary containing helpful suggestions 

z 9 . Wiis returned to the cooperating farmer, ‘The summeries form e basis for general meet- 
ings throughout the erees from which they were obteined, 

its tall oo 4 Ferm menegement surveys, Surveys are useful in those areas where there 
s' td pag ‘dia gmmere not enough ferm record books to justify summarizing seperetely. The Extension 

ts ‘ wecielist can-=well-use 100 to 150 ferm business records yearly from each of the 
hasheradwados wre distinctive farming type erees of the stete. These records ere put to the seme j 

We as those taken from the farm resord books 

i Sad Jan fobs i, Outlook information. Outlook informetion has been published in the 
ante yr nao v Gj Xonomic Information to Farmers" and in the "Deiry Herd Improvement News Letter", 
Eee Bene wee eet hn the pest, outlook nectings heve been held with farmer groups, end the economic 

tituetion has been presented over the radio. This informetion is useful to fermers 
aa inplenning their operetions. 

ig soar RAR \, Fern Progrem Building for counties, Severel counties heve esked for help 

jotuesto tie 4 plenning the ferm progrems for their counties, end somo work elong this line is 
forth daccy «MM being done in these counties. 

racang rade iets 
i Credit needs of farmers, Work in cooperation with such egencies es the 

bit iect® i Credit Administration hes attempted to show the need for credit among fermers end 
pon uy et is. Hie conditions under which fermers might well use edditionel credit. 

Ppa nciNst am cout nas S A The personnel is, I.F, Hell, full time; A,O, Follett, full time; and 
Sout am 2, MeNell, throe~fourths time,
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11, MARKETING 

ne o The demend for extension work in merketing has been elong many lines, most 

: : of which cen be clessed under the following ectivities: 

' ne 1. Operating problems of cooperatives or other merketing groups, 

2. Consolidation of cooperetives end integretion of merketing functions. 
five y e Orgenization of new cooperetives end of other merketing ventures. 

oe oo « Generel extension in marketing and in cooperetion, with special 

oe emphasis on merketing problems, 
5. Miscolleneous activities, such es talks over the radio end before 

as meetings and rural discussion groups, together with correspondence 

end conferences, deeling with phases of merketing or cooperation, 

The division of work among members of the steff is lergely, though not 

sholly, upon @ commodity basis, such es 1, dairying, 2, livestock and 3, cash crops. 
purchasing eassocietions form a noteble exception. 

eg Personnel: P.K. Froker, helf time; H.H. Erdman, full time; H.H. Bakken, 

half time. 

ee Ill, LAND ECONOMICS 

The development of a setisfectory lend use program is the goel of this 
wrk, The contribution of the extension specielist toward this goel has been in 

fe wrking with local committees of the county board wnich heve before them the practi- 

tel problem of administering county lends es well as the regulation end control of 
ai fevelopment on private lends. Such comnittees consist of county zoning committees, 

Ra Freee, county forestry committees, county lend committees, county egricultural committees, 

Me a ., .fggeounty planning committees, county tex delinquency committees, end plenning boards 
fe eee td county park commissions, : 

5 4 pee Before any program cen be worked out with a county board, special studies 
md surveys ere meade of the potentiel and developed resources of the county. These 

fi ; ttulies and surveys involve the perticipetion by many depertments of the stete end 
= ..., ge dbesed upon whet previous rescerch hes shown to the necessery criterie in devel- 
ibe bia Ei ing lend progrems. 

Pen a cs More then five million acres heve been closed to egricultural development 
md legal settlement undor the county zoning ordinences now in existence. Most of 

Rete the lend now closed to egricultural development is elready inside the boundary of 
hecsc tema (adi tfederal, state, county, or private forest, Indien Reservetion, game erea or 
Ft) wines : ‘ereation district. 

if oe Pes Much of the time of the extension specielist hes been given to committees 
fh developing policies for locel eAministration of zoning ordinances end menegement 

ese & forest lends. 

Ce Personnel; W,a, Rowlends, neerljy full time. 

ene. gh } 1. OUTLOOK AND ECONOMIC INTORMaTICN ‘ 

ae BO nes Rane The purpose of the Outlook end Economic information work mey be outlined 
Ollows: 

$55 Blip 
Ai ey AA ieee 1, To supply information for fermers which will be of essistence in 

plenning their farm orgenizetion (See Ferm Menegement Section)
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Ae 2. To supply necessary information end anelysis for farmers end other 

: 3 » people: of the stéte to determine the merits of proposels effecting public 

policy: . 

4 i 3. To supply precticel informetion necessery for an intelligent discussion 

F “'. . . of topics of en economic neture. This leads ultimetely to the exercise of 

ree better judgment in matters of e public, cooperative, or individuel neture. 

: \ 4, To meet current comands of orgenized groups for meterieal to be used 

: eas a besis for discussing various economic subjects effecting egriculture. 

ee ie The methods used in disseminating this type of informetion ere printed 

: tirculers ("Zconomic Information" end "Deiry Herd Improvement News Letter", radio 

; telks and meetings.) 

my i Personnel! Don S, Anderson, helf tine; I.R. Hedges, full time 

F oe eee RECOMMENDATIONS WITH REFERENCE 10 FUTURE WORK AND PERSONNEL 

on 1. FARM MANAGEMENT; 

jes sen wl. Ferm Program Building within the county. More time be given to supply 

> *  -@iinformation to the county agricultural committees end other count; groups which heve 

P is responsibilities with reference to the agriculturel plenning of the county of their 

Pet. wriculturel position, trends, end problems, This work, if done effectively, will 

cet 4s. sq ue, gteech more ferners and will be more useful to them through their organized projects 
ye ce, fagthen en equel emount of effort expended in general extension activities. No addition- 

he. ie +3 tl personnel requested, 

bea. ee i ’ Ferm manegement surveys. Ferm menegement surveys to be made in those 

oh, asia ytaute treas where farm menagement extension work is requested and where there are not 

: ree mough ferm record hooks being kept in conperetion with the College to show the 

a - te.ctionship of the more importent factors contributing to net income. Seperate 

re eae r funds end personnel will be required for this work, 

a. i 3 fs }, Farm credit, Credit requirements end needs of fermers cannot be discussed 
He rds tale satisfactorily in general farm menagement meetings, The conditions under which 
: oy farmers can use credit effectively, and the amount as well as the type of credit 
eee they can be expected to use satisfactorily, should be presented to farmers of the 7 
pee 4 state by special meetings for this purpose. Half time of one man cen be used upon 

A itia ties rt this work et the present time, ' 

be = i. - rah ". 4, Outlook Information, The vork in ferm menegement requires not only the 
i. weperetion end publication of timely outlook date, but it also requires e series 

Peer f meetings each winter at which outlook deta in its reletion to the orgenization 

Te ae %f the farm will be discussed, 

SR 1, MARKETING 

Sa a, That the extension work insofer es reasonably possible be conducted 

a Gay ; me problem-solving basis including the "trouble+shooting" type of extension, 

Besa b. Theat the problems directed to the extension specielists of the Gollege 
Bee: a ‘te bocoming increesingly more technical end “ill often demend speciel enelysis. 

Fee haat ote@> Theat the extension specialists in marketing need to have their work 
bak eeply)in research if they are to meet present day demends,
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d. That the extension specialists in merketing feel thet there has not 

teen full understending end recognition of the problems peculiar to this type of 

: extension work. 

e. Thet the yardsticks for meesuring results now used often fit poorly 

the work of marketing extension specialists and frequently leeds to false impressions. 

f. Thet there ere severel fields of work in merketing that are not now 

‘ leing serviced as fully es theqportunity and the conditions seem to warrent,--such 
ts consolidations that should teke place emong the dairy plants in the state, to 

’ mrchesing end service associations, and to ea general improvement in business opere- 

tions Of cooperatives. 

Ht, LAND ZCONOMICS. 

: Many chenges in locel government, in consolidetion of schools and of 

A school districts, and adjustments in texes on land in the restricted forestry dis* °* 

iriots are logicel and must inevitebly follow the enactment of rurel zoning ordinencesr 

inorder, therefore, thet the full benefits of land utilization plens and rural zon- 

ing ordinences be echievea, it is importent thet the extension specialist in lend : 
kconomies continue to devote a considerable amount of his time working with county 

-Bjoerds, county committees, and stete departments in order that these worthwhile ad- 

justments be made, Since changes in the lend pattern and in local government orgeni- 

: tetion can only be brought ebout gradually and es e result of adequate public dis- 
< : tussion, it will take ea major pert of the time of the specialist in lend economics 

; for the next decade to bring evout these desirable and necessary adjustments. 

pA: Maly, OUTLOOK AND ECONOMIC INFORMATION 

e The publication of economic informetion of pertinent interest to Wisconsin 

: farmers should be continued, end errangements should be made for the presentation 
oe if this information at meetings held throughout the state. This work should form e 
ie pert of the ferm progrem building work for the respective counties. 

PRTG I, DISCUSSION GROUPS OF YOUNG MEN. 

i These discussion groups apperently constitute e part of the lerger field 

«s we ve tf vocational guidance. If there is @ project on vocation guidance, edministretive 
eee iocedure would suggest ea rather close association of this work with thet project, 

eee ee , At the present time most of the subject matter which seryes es ea basis 
ee fv this series of discussions is derived from the field of egriculturel economics, 
Le ‘ though in the present development of the work it is not limited to subjects within 
ae. he dépertment., During the past few months, requests heve been made dy individuals 

ae bh eT ‘Mthin the various groups for discussions of topics involving the natural sciences, 

oe ee thé specific subjects for which informetion is desired include the feeding end menage- 

inte LURES tnt of livestock, types of crops to produce end best methods of production, soil 

ELS ce fertilization end manegement end measures for diseese control in plents end 
P meals, 

The work has reached e state where it can be cerried on to best advantege 

: nly vith the full time of a specialist. The committee recommends thet the orgeni- 
Bi teria tt ' ttion end administration of this work be pleced in the hands of someone so situated 
yaa *to handle the enlerged project, 

ER OTS AVA : :



Communication 
in 

Extension Work 
The printed page - The spoken work 

: The Extension site and Staff 

Bdiitorial Service 

bGo0" : A. Press Section 

* ry, Objectives: The extension press service strives to service impartially and 

ar effectively the press of Wisconsin with news and timely information re- 

garding the activities of the extension service in agriculture and home 

3 economics. The press which are important cooperators in the extension 

i a ‘ : ; service includes 320 weekly newspapers, 39 Wisconsin dailies, several 

f : 2 stp q farm journals and magazines, and wire news services. 

bet : s i i] How the Service Operates: News releases and informative material are supplied 

: is ae by the extension editors to the groups as listed below. These services 

Pc " are open and available to the workers of the Wisconsin extension staff. 

my : : : Weekly Press: News releases are mailed every Thursday to 320 weekly papers. 

F He : ay Dailies: News releases are mailed to 39 Wisconsin dailies. 

Rae : Wire Services; Spot news is supplied as the occasion demands to wire ser- 

vices which in turn service Wisconsin dailies. 

f e Peal Farm Journals and Magazines: News releases especially adapted to farm i 

pes journal treatment are supplied as occasion demands to members of this groupe 

5 pany’ ai County Extension Agents: News releases end timely informative materials 

FF 4H z et oe are prepared in release form for the exclusive use of county agents and 

ab i f mailed to them regularly every Wednesday. 

Ee a : Nees University Press Bulletin: News of campus activities, extension personnel, 

. he and extension activities at Madison are supplied regularly to this bulletin 

Hd Siboad of ii which is published every other week, 

) ae -more-
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How the Extension Personnel Oan Cooperate: Important extension news oftentimes 

goes wmreported for the simple reason that it has never been called to the 

attention of the extension editor, It is impossible for the extension 

editors to ferret out all the news without the help and cooperation of the 

entire extension personnel. MKnowing of important coming events or some~ 

thing important which has just occurred extension workers will do much 

gov bfowt av toward extending the effectiveness of the entire extension program if they 

will call it to the attention of the extension editors. This is what ex 

tension workers can and should do: 

1, Report coming events-~Include meetings on the campus as well as 

‘ ; those off the campus which staff members will attend or at which they 

will speal. 

a P 2. Report upon significant results of important meetings, 

; 3. Report upon situations that develop and are to be met, such as, 

crop conditions, outbreaks of animal diseases, insect trouble, etc. 

4, Where important talks are to be given before county, district, or 

re state meetings, copies should be supplied to the extension editor 

s in advance of the time given, 

Say Si ' 5. In general, report what is new when it is new. 

Occasionally extension workers receive calls direct from the press 

for information about their activities, Extension workers can widen the effect— 

iveness of their efforts if, instead of reporting direct to a single paper, they 

will give the information to the extension editors who in turn can serve the 

entire press impartially, This procedure not only saves the extension worker's 

time but will avoid unnecessary duplication in reporting and will avoid offend- 

ing other editors who might not have received the information, Should any ex- 

: tension workers have a special problem in regard to the treatment of news, he 

: should feel free to call upon the extension editor, 

|



B Circulars 

: The Situation: Printed material, in the form of circulars and bulletins, has 

ite been found to be an important aid in extension work, ‘These publications 

abi may be used as supplements to talks given by specialists or to furnish 

ie information to farmers and homemakers in connection with extension projects, 

Re They provide an inexpensive way of reaching thousands of persons with 

‘a timely information in case of emergencies, such as drouth. Printed pub- 

lications serve to relieve county agents and extension workers from much 

correspondence. In other words, publications are amplifiers of extension 

teaching, 

At present (Mey 1939) there are available to those who request them 
about 285 printed and stenciled circulars on many different subjects, These 
include (a) dairy manufacturing, (2) farm management, cooperation and mar- 
ets, (3) field crops, (4) forestry and land utilizetion, (5) fruits and 
vegetables, (6) livestock, (7) poultry, (8) soils end fertilizers, (9) 
tobacco, (10) home grounds and landscaping, (11) rural life, (12) home 
subjects. 

Much of this material was prepared and issued to meet the needs of 

farmers and homemakers as indicated by thelr requests made directly to the 

Oollege of Agriculture or based on the suggestions of coumty extension A 

agents, specialists and field workers. In addition to the demand for the 

new circulars prepared and issued each year, there is a steady request 

for information on many other subjects of goneral and special interest, 

ee as Wisconsin residents are constantly writing for available publications ' 

ie . on every possible subject. 

2» f Distribution: To distribute the available publications effectively a mailing 

: = list is maintained. Hach resident of Wisconsin whose name is on the list 

ah 5 has definitely requested that it be placed there and has indicated the 

ecter subjects. This list consists of one large farm group and 50 smaller lists, 

a” Any resident of Wisconsin interested in these subjects may have his or her 

name added to the list. Rather heavy demands are also made by rural, 

: -more=
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ave state graded, and high schools. Other special groups Tequesting circulars 
f and bulletins include legislators, libraries, faculty menbers, 4~H clubs, pons, homemakers groups, and farmer groups. 

The total number of Wisconsin publications sent out the past year ‘ is 861,000 copies, Last year 652,000 copies were sent out, representing 
f an increase of 209,000 copies, 

There is the definite policy in the College of Agriculture that ex ae tension publications be distributed on a basis of request. Indiscriminate 
te handing out of printed material at meetings has been fowmd to be both 

: wasteful and inefficient and for that reason is definitely discouraged, 
ie Tt is urged that provision be made where circulars and bulletins are i bs displayed at public gatherings to furnish cards or slips upon which q i interested persons may check publications desired which will be mailed 4 Oy to them. For example, special exhibits of popular publications have been 

mi sent to the Wisconsin State Fair and other large gatherings such as Farm i : and Home Week and farmers field days, but mailed out later only to those , is who sign for them, 
' i PROC Looking to the Future: A continued effort is being made to correlate publica~ i 

" tions with extension teaching in considering material to be printed, A f 
definite check is made with the director of extension to see which pro~ 

? jects will be given emphasis in the course of a year. New circulars are y 
: planned as much as possible to fit into special information campaigns. i 

The need for the future publications is for more readable material, i 
Effective action pictures, clear and simple wording and timely information 

; will all contribute to the effectiveness of our circulars. Improvements 
f in publications can be brought about with the aid of the members of the 

extension service, 

pase, Ye How Extension Workers Can Help: 

Suggest subjects for circulars based on their observations in the field, 
“Take pictures of wusval interest or instructive value. 
-Write in the same direct wderstandable language that they use 

in their talks and demonstrations. 
~Keep their farm and home readers in mind while writing circulars, 
-Use printed material effectively, that is, distribute on the basis 

of actual requests rather than indiscriminate handing out, 
-Use publications to save correspondence and to followup meetings 

and demonstrations, 

i 

)



: 0, Bxhibits 

: The Situation: One of the media employed by extension workers for reaching 

the public at gatherings is the exhibit. Unfortunately, however, the 

i extension worker finds few sources to which he may turn for information 

es regarding exhibit technique. The Office of Mxtension Editor is striving 

e to keep informed upon the latest methods used with the hope of giving 

‘ helpful suggestions to extension workers on their exhibiting problems, 

oh Principles Involved: Exhibits, to be effective, must take into account and \ 

F employ basic principles involved. In general, it has been found that 6 

* visitors will stop at an exhibit but a very short time. This means that 

gf if an exhibit is to meet its objective, it must tell its story quickly 

: and in an impressive way. Things which the exhib{tor should consider | 

bart Polit when planning an exhibit include: a center of interest; a central theme 

: quickly told; readability of lettering, pictures, or other material used; 

proper size and style of lettering; proper use of color; and arrangement 

to direct eye to center of interest. t 

Many of these same principles apply to the making of charts for 

meetings. iA 

Service Available; While the facilities of the Office of Extension Bditor 

6 are limited regarding the preparation of exhibits, every assistance 

} possible will be given to specialists and extension workers in planning 

exhibits for the various extension events.



D. Radio Section 

Objective: To enable the extension workers to widen their contacts and to 

pete ost supply information direct to listeners throughout the state; to improve 

; farming by supplying uptodate information on production, marketing, and 

allied activities, 

2 The Program; The plan of service given by the state radio stations includes 

Fe service to the extension workers which will enable them to carry to 

. listeners information regarding projects now under way. There is also 

i provided service to such governmental ogencies as the Soil Conservation i 

Service, the Farm Security Administration, the Agricultural Adjustment } 

7 Administration, and similar Groups, service to adult farmers on production i 

‘ and marketing of crops, livestock, livestock products, and upon rural 

: life; service to Wisconsin homemakers on problems of health, food, clothing, Hl 

: home management, etc,; service to junior farm groups including members of 

, Yor clubs, Future Farmers of America, and the large group of unorganized 

and out-ofsschool population; service to organized and out-of-school i 

i population; service to organized farm groups, such as the Wisconsin Coun 

cil of Agriculture, the Farmers! Union, the Farm Bureau, the State Grange, } 

‘ and similar groups. 
f 

Opportunities and Responsibilities of Extension Workers: While radio may be 
frei “used to supplement other extension methods, it has already demonstrated 

[ its effectiveness in extension work. In the future it will be still more 
desirable for extension workers to canvass the possibilities of reaching 
larger numbers through the effective use of this medium of communication, 

What of the Future? Radio Gives promise of being too valuable an educational 
aid to be allowed to develop without careful study and planning. Educa~ 
tional radio needs funds and trained personnel to enable it to plan and 
present programs that will compel attention by reason of their interest, 
to check on reception of programs, to learn consumer preference for pro- 
grams, and to make radio a still more effective means of aiding farm folks 
in improving farming, developing farm life, and increasing farm income,



Earl REPORT OF EXTENSION ACTIVITILS OF THE AGRONOMY DEPARTMENT. 

Georgo ll. Briggs 
Decenber, 1938 

[ I presume a preface of what is our aim in extension should be included in 
the opening paragraph but in that wo are one of tho meny departments of a groat rl ont’ institution that has a conmon aim toward botstemnent in rural Wisconsin living, 
it would be useless to elaborate exceptinz on the crop extension program. 

I presume our aim could consist of Spreading the gospel of orop manage- 
ment so that the following situation would be realized: 

1. That there is a common knowledgo of the varieties of grains, corn, 
forage and pastures, and special crops, so that non-adaptable ones would not be i g used, and money would not be wasted on seed of same. i 

‘ 20 That different ways of utilizing crops as pasture, forage, silage d 
should be well known. 

3. That crop sequences and crop management should be well enough lmown ! 80 as to make for maximum production with the least detriment to soils and 
greatest value to livestook productions ; 

4. That seed production be promoted, so as to afford a source of depend- J able seed, and to make for increased inoomes 

‘ 5. That thero is a common understanding by Wisconsin farmers of the part { that good crop management takes in making for success, in that good soil, 
disease prevontion methods, good seed, and proper machinery all aro factors, the one equally dependent upon the other. 

With these aims in mind, tho Agronomy Department through its extension 
force, who are nearly all part time on research and teaching staff, so arrenge 4 their extension program as to bring about the above aims through resident studonts , as well4s the usual direot contact with tho farming public. 

To cover our topic in fairness to all, in the allotted time, Iam follow. . ing the suggested outline of the program committee. 

, 1. The situation that prompts the specialists or department programs. 

Problems in crop production are numerous and varied, when one considers : that field crops inolude root Crops, pastures, forages, grains, corn, special : crops, preservation of crops and inoidental seed cropse The specific problems 
concerned with all of these sub-divisions are variety behavior and adaptations | to soils and olimate, together with the feeding and keeping quality of all crops. 4s the extonsion worker is constantly confronted with the problem of new orops or new ways of handling crops, so a part of the problem consists in anticipating the unknown and when the facts are not known, to arrange with the research staf, | and other interested agencies to have domonstrations 80 aa to determine the value : of such new orops and new methods of handling the same, 

The problem and job of the Agronomy Department is undertaken to met the needs of the state in the following ways
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(1) Crop adaptation, ‘Two to two and a half million acres of low land, 
large areas of lightsoil, considerable hard pan areas and some prairie soils. On the low areas, crops adapted to the higher soils were not suitable and did not thrive and so the place that reed oanary grass oame in its owne On the lighter soils alfalfa with its deop root systom and the rye crop to prevent late fall and early spring soil erosion. The area know as the Colby silt loam ex~ tending into Marshfield and other perts of Clark and Marathon Counties, where the water level was close to the surface and preventing ease in establishing deep rootod legumes. 

(2) On non-erodable soils little attention is paid to the types of rota- tions or kind of crop seeded but on real rough areas deep rooted orops and hardy grass plants that make thick turfs are very ossential to keep the soil from 1 washing. Where changes in cropping systems are advisable it often requires more 4 pasture and forage crops, and unusual material, tact and persuasion ability to ‘ meet theso changes. 
f 

(3) Another factor which helps determine the type of project is the needs of the livestock kept on farms. This subject is closely allied to the farm management problem and one can not byeak of crop management without involving the farm management phasee In emilyzing the needs of the livestock unit there is i a certain amount of roughage in the form of hay, pasture, and silage that mst be arranged fore While goals for states and counties may be a great value, a more impressive procedure is to set goals for individual farms based on the number of animal units that the farm is equipped to handle. 

(4) The needs for farm seed production is one of the problems of the state because knowing that seod adapted to the state is of greater value in making for more positive orop production and less weed seeds than imported seeds. With two and a half million acres of corn raisod in the state, about two and three-quarter j million acres of oats and nearly a million aores of barley, this problem of seed 4 demands is a very important ones Tho small seeds needed for maintaining alfalfa, ‘ sweet clover, timothy, red clover alono ar in combinations, are all of concern to people within the stato so as to bring about a more dependablo source of seed. 

(5) Wisoonsin cash crops such as peas, flax, sugar beets, canary grass seed, legume seods, pure bred grains, seed corn, soybeans, hemp, and other minor crops, domand the consideration of this dopartment. Many of these crops are soncerned with oortain communities where disposition through factories and ' processing plants is mdo possible, 

(6) Alonz with the orop production problems comes the weed problem, not only from the standpoint of weod preventative masures but weed control measures. , This involves a relationship between people in the community much more than other topios in field crops are concerned, but is involved in many Ways in crop pro# duction problems, 
: 

THE CROP PROBLEMS ARE STATE WIDE for the most part with the exception of a few of the special cash orops which are concorned with thoso eommnities where the processing plants are located, such as canning peas, sugar beets and hemp. There might be a local slant for the pasture renovation work, and certain weeds that demand consideration in certain seotions of tho state, otherwise all the problems in the field orops department aro of state wide importance.
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Certain phases of tho agronomy work are concernod with manufacturing of the finished products, otherwise much of the work in our department is concorn- ed with individuals. To cite some of the groups that do have definito interest, 
I might state the camers who are interested in the canning pea industry and edible soybean industry; the sugar beet factories interested in this crop; ; Experiment /ssociation members interested in the pure bred seed grain; hybrid corn organization intorestod in hybrid corn seed productions elevator men and : shippers interested in the mlt barley business; retail and wholesale seed distributers interested in the seed and weed oontrol work. 

o Agronomy extension work lends itself to demonstration work throughout : the growing season and for meetings during what are considered the winter months » Due to the fact that thore are so many activities oarried on during the sunmer months, the winter months are the time of year when most plens are made and the : details of various orop programs are outlined and procedures determined. 
; 

i 
{ 2. What the specialist and department is doing to meet the situatione } 

The Agronomy Department is actively carrying on work at the present timo in the following projects: 

Hybrid Seed Corn Production which is being conducted in cooperation with 4 the nger corn committee and the Agricultural Experiment Associations Thix ‘ work consists in carrying on demonstrations showing the performance of diffor= i : ent hybrids in many areas of tho state and in training producers, there being y . 250 of the commeroial producers and 50 home producers throughout the state this es year. Concerned with this is the developmont and execution of a certification Service speoifically applicable to hybrid seed corn. This year approximately i 175,000 bushels of hybrid seed corn will be cortified. 

Crop Adaptation Work which consists in establishing domonstration plots in various placos of tho state to determine local ddaptation and behavior. ; ; Insomuch as we are surrounded by states with aggressive crop programs, all who i have improved varieties of grains, corn, forage and pasture crops, it seems 4 : very necessary to follow through with this kind of a programe Even though the ‘ ' branch experiment stations all carry on adaptation work, the varied condition : of soils and climate warrant these adaptation trials in addition to the experi« ment stations. Among the crops that are being demonstrated are the following: lespedeza, Jerusalem artichoke, spring rye, speltz, small grain varieties from Smee experiment farms and adjoining states, soybeans and combinations » millets, poas os and combinations. 

debt Forage Crop Problems. Forage orop work as oarried on shows the most ideal arrangement for carrying out findings from the investigational field to : the practical application. By a part time arrangement with the investigational an staff, varieties of alfalfa and other pasture crops, a8 well as other legumes ee and grasses for hay and seed aro demonstrated in many ereas of the stato. This phase of extension corsists in working with cooperators in establishing such new : practices, then extending the value of such Practices by various extension methods of field tours, piotures, articles, eto. 

i The Pasture improvement Program consists in demonstrating the following Bite crops and practices. Annual crops for pasture as sudan grass, rye and nurse . oropse Renovation practices like incorporating legumes and grasses in old Dg bluegrass meadows, and other rougher aroas where plowing up the surface would i cause the loss of soil. The conversion of rough orop land to pasture. Pasture : schedules showing how perennial legumes and grasses and annual crop sequences may be arranged so as to have full growing season pastures. In cooperation
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with the Entoholegy Departmont and the Soils Department, the advantages of pas~ f ture renovation practices are demonstrated in reduced grub injury, and inoreased 
values whsre proper fortilization is made. 

—Maticultural Conservation Programs In oonneotion with the Agricultural Sonservation Program me of the members of the “gronomy Department, Mre Turner 
is working with the stato committse to help interpsot and present to county 
commitcees tho agronomic phases of the vrogram, This includes (1) Assistanco | given in the training of committeeuen working under the Agricultural Conservae tion Program; (2) Speaking at meetings of farmors on Agricultural Conservation; t (3) Preparation of material for uso by Agrioultural Conservation Committeemen ; 
(4) Wobk with Smith-Hughes teachors and Witure Farmers in analyzing tho aims and ! methods of the 1938 Agrioultural Conservation Aot, end its application to the \ «8 Wisconsin farmer; (5) Explore the possibilities of acquainting uppor grades in ' 4 country schools with farm programs; (6) Assisting state AAA educational com~ mitteo in preparation of materials; (7) Assistance given to County AAA edu- : cational committees in working out educational programs « 

’ Clean Seed and “loed Control which is being promotod through county boards 
and county agents, ‘This phase of agronomy is being promoted mostly through ; county agents, who in turn seek support from their county agricultural committees, 
At the presont time every one is in ono accord that @ weed survey is of great- 2 est concern so as to more easily onthuso people as to what the situation is and . ; bring about effootive actions ‘Two counties are now completely organized on the ‘ 80-called Minnesota soction control Plan, five moro have partially organized on i r : this same system. Two counties used the s0il AcAsAs roporters in the organiza- : tion of preliminary surveys. Two others used short course alumni, and one used the rural schools. 

H By the surveys we have had made up to the present time, it appears that ! there is mich more field bindweed in the state than anyone evon imagined, atthe ‘ j time the survey was made. 

c Another very favorable reaction that is devoloping is the appointment of weed committees by county board, whoreby this committee outlines practical weed i control program for the county and reports back to the county board for action. 

Rock County has been one of the leading counties in the Unitod States to : authorize the highway dopartment at county expense to apply chemical to noxious weeds, and to enoourage townships to supply chomicals to individuals at half costs Raymond Township, Racino County, provided tho help and machines for : applying chemical while the farmer furnished the materiale In one township in by Kenosha County two thistle headers are in use, cwned by the town, for anyone's ¥ use within the tow, 

) SPECIAL CROPS. (Canning peas). The improved varieties of Canning peas for quality and disease resistance are developed at the experiment stations and these are followed through with canners in commercial production and in the in+ creaso for seed production. Often seed inoreases are made at points outside the i State and then brought back for adaptation tests in cooperation with canners in : various parts of the stato.
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Reed Cenary Grass. This crop is now being produced in most of the low 
soil areas of the state, Up to tho canary grass period, except for an ocoasion- 
al wild hay crop growing on it, this soil was left for weeds and was unproduo- 
tive and nen-profitable. Eerly in the promotion program it was apparent that 
some wey of reducing sead costs would be the most effeotive way of inoreasing 
the aoreagee In cooperation with tho agricultural enginoering departmont, a 
seed hervvester was produced, .  °* Thesm machines as well as combinos are now 
being used extensively in the canary grass areas whereby canary grass seed is 
available at one-third to one-half the old price and the aoreago of this crop 

: has expanded boyond all oxpectations. Tho use of canary grass as pasture has 
long been demonstrated and wo are now entering upon a period whero its use for 
silage is being practiced, and thore may be a further use in with the first crop 
of alfalfa that is to be used as silage, to holp reduce the amount of molasses 
required. 1 

I 
Soybean Seed Production. Soybean seed production has been hastened by f 

three factors: first, the combines second, the introduction of an improved } 
variety of soyboans that can be deponded upon to mature undor creditable farming 
practices; and third, by the Archor-Daniels Soybean Company of Milwaukeo, through 
their field man, encouraging exchange of soybeans for soybean meal, and for a 

; cash market at home. This is the first year soybean fields are boing inspooted 
for seed purposes, and yields are boing reported at from 20 to 30 bushols per } 
acres 

Sugar Beets. Tho sugar boet industry is mostly centered in oastern ‘lis- 
consine ere are many problems concerning varietios and value of fertilizers 
that are being demonstratod on seweral soil typos, in cooperation with the Soils j 
Department and the various sugar beot companies. 

Hempe Tho hemp program consists in meeting with producers and mill opera~ 
tors to work out relationship as required in growing and handling the crope A ' 
service is maintained for supplying seed sources, information on oultural and j 
marketing problems and the mst few yoars some consideration to wild cat promo= : 
tion schemos for both homp and flax fiber. ’ 

: COOPERATORS in theso various lines are situated throughout tho whole state 
the sugar beet growers in the eastern part of the state, the soybean producers in 
the southern part of the state, the canary grass seed producers, while mostly 
in central and eastern ‘iisconsin, could be any place throughout the whole state; 

: hybrid corn quite general, throughout the states alfalfa problems are state wide; 
) whilo the pasture ronovation work is mostly concerned with the rougher arease 

; t The work of the Agronomy Department is closely related with other agencies 
as one might expect. The plant improvement work is closely connected with the 
Genetics Nepartment, with the Agricultural Ingineering Department for the 
machinery for growing and handling tho crop, with the Bacteriology Dopartment for 
proper inoculation and with the Soils Department for soil testing and other 

Pasip 9 problems concerning soil improvement, and the Plant Pathology Department on plan’; 
: diseases, with the Entomology Department on orop inseots, and with the U.S. 

Department on diseases and variety adaptations. 

I believo we need not feel that we have been asleep at the switch, howeve: 
there is a vast amount of work for the future. About tho time that one feels tha 
sufficient demonstrations and publicity has been given so that it would seem as 
though a majority of the people in a community should be awake to a new crop, or
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a new method of handling a crop, one is often appraised of the broad gap that 
exists between those that are awake to the situation and those with only 
passive interest. And so it would be difficult to know whether we have ac- 

f complished as mich as we sometimes give ourselves oredit fore 

: As far as the department is meeting the situation, I might state that 
ee when we have a county agent organization s0 thoroughly covering the state as | 

we do at the present time, it would seem as thoigh wo could contact people 
easily on most problems, through this means of extensions Other means of 
getting this work before people, are well known to all extension people. How- 

: ever, they consist in tho regular news items, radio broadcasts, farm tours, 
farm demonstrations, farm meetings of many types. 

$3. What of the future? | 

Very few of us can possibly see more than a year aheade Crop demands may 
; change with government policies as brought forth in the soil conservation pro= 

: gram. It is true the needs of the farmer for orops that prevent soil erosion 
pis, are probably well known but with the soil consciousness that is beins developed 

by government programs, much more omphasis and practioal application must be 
workod out. Change in prices and labor, and with the deve lopment of new 

ino machinery farmers might be driven to shift their type of production so that 
x expansion along other lihes may be probablee This is well illustrated by tho 

shift that is taking place at the presont time which probably can be given 
: credit to the type of new machinery that is being brought into the state 

and also is definitely related to labor demands, whereby five years ago I 
question very mich whether Visoonsin farmers would have considered increasing 
soybean seed but at the present timo the combine is being used more and more 
and the soybean orop is handled so economically by this machine that acreage 
is fast expanding, The same thing sould be said of reed oanary grass seed, 

f I believe the people of the state are becoming conscious of a serious { 
: weed menace, especially insomich as a new weed known as field bindweed has made 

: its appearance in the state. Therefore field orop work in the future will have 
more to do with pure soed and weed control and the working out of practical pro~ 

: ventative measures and closer cooperation with Department of Agriculture, farm 
i organizations, educational groups, implement dealers, county and town boards, 

: seed dealers, railroads and all agencies that have anything to do with rural 
) : life end the handling of farm seods, and feeds. 

There is also a vast amount of bactorial wilt spreading through alfalfa 
fields of the state which will necessitate more attention to wilt resistant 

iG varieties and perhaps change crop management practices somewhate Insomich as 
better quality hay and the use of more good roughage, are being considered one 
of the greatest factors in economical livestook production, thero is no question 
but what in the futuro this problom will be a very important one, not only as it 

ag rolates to better varieties of forages, but as it relates to better curing 
tis methods, Likewise if Wisconsin dairymen are to maintain a profitable dairy busi-~ 

ness thoir attention mt bo directed toward efficiency of production through ful. 
Season pasture schedules, which would includo pasture renovation practices and 
the utilization of legume silages either alone or with other crops and molasses.
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Insomuch as over a great part of our state rye as a grain crop is ennval!; producing 1.0 to 4% greater yields than other grains, it would seem iogical the, f part of ouwyextension opportunity lies jn having this crop acreage oxpanded and 
wath jt a better undorstanding of how tho Crop can be fed or utilized to advantas: 
As lorg es we have the ror“sh, tha now beginner, the small farmer, it will ale ways be our obligation to keep such psople infcrmed end arrange for demonstra- 
tions that will help farmers jearn obou's their opportunities to use root crops, : sunflowers for silage and to prevent unadupted varieties of grains and forages 
from being used. 

; It appears to me that in planhing for the future there is a docided need of bringing every agonoy togother in mapping out programs. No longor can we : work independently, Tho crop extension man not only mast lmow his crops but the soils, the diseases, and problems of handling the crop so as to make it produco 
the maximum feed units. The soils Specialist is equally as hopeless when he “ talks soils in that if ho doesn't lnow crop habits, his conolusions may be wrong, and likewise the plant disease man, the agricultural engineer, the bacteriologist, 
the plent physiologist, the animal husbandman al 1 mst know the characteristics 
of plent life. As Joseph Edwards in the Septomber issue of Nature states, "There oa is an inseparableness of the main constituents - animal husbandry as feeding and ; Menagoment of stock, animal breeding and disease control. Gone are the day when any one of those constituents could olaim to be more important than others." And 80 we might show how most departments have a common interest. 

: The extonsion personnel of the Agronomy Department with budgetod time é for the acadomic year is as follows: 0, S, Aamodt (15%), Gs My Briggs (80%), 
F, Ve Burcalow (100%), EB. Je Delwiche (20%), Le F. Grabsr (5%), Dave Holden : (80%), Dale Smith ($ grad. asst), Fe He Turner (100%), As He Wright (65%). 

; 

Cy j 

:



gS WISCONSIN 4-H CLUB WORK - 1939 ES 

4-H Club Work is a phase of the Agricultural Extension program car- 

ried on through a cooperative relationship between the College of Agriculture, 

University of Wisconsin, and the United States Department of Agriculture, It 

is recognized as a part of every county extension agent program and since it 

deals with almost every department in the College of Agriculture it receives 

more or less assistance from each of these departments. 

PURPOSE = an educational program to help rural boys and girls. 

OBJECTIVES . 

to teach better farm and home practices 
to develop rural leadership 
to teach standards and ideals in agriculture and home economics 
to aid in the general problems of rural living 
to develop habits of health and efficiency 
to develop an appreciation for parents, friends, home, community 

and county 
to provide rural youth with a wholesome good time. 

MOTTO - "Make the Best Better". 

PLEDGE - I pledge my HEAD to clearer thinking 
my HEART to greater loyalty 
my HANDS to larger service 
my HEALTH to better living 

For my club, my community and my country. ; 

CREED - I believe in 4-H Club Work for the opportunity it will give me 
to become a useful citizen. 

I believe in the training of my HEAD for the power it will give 
me to think, to plan, and to reason. 

I believe in the training of ny HEART for the nobleness it will 
give me to become kind, Sympathetic, and true, 

I believe in the training of ny HANDS for the dignity it will 
give me to be helpful, useful, and skillful. 

I believe in the training of my HEALTH for the strength it will 
give me to enjoy life, to resist disease, and to work 

efficiently. 
I believe in ny country, my State, and my community, and in my 

responsibility for their development. 
In all these things I believe, and I am willing to dedicate my 

efforts to their fulfillment.
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PROGRAM - 

The 4-H program includes the participation of rural boys and girls 
in a program that deals with life at home and on the farm. Such a program 
may be classified under two headings, namely: Projects and Activities. 

; Projects: 
There are 22 agricultural projects actively promoted, such as the 

Growing of Corn Farm Records and Mechanics 
Feeding and Care of Livestock Forestry and Soil Conservation 

Junior Leadership, 

There are 6 home economics projects typical of which are 
Foods and Nutrition Clothing 
Home Improvement Junier Leadership 

. Activities: 
; Club activities consist of 

Health Program Fairs and Roundups 
Music Program Radio and Newspaper Publicity 
Drana Demonstrations 
Recreation Judging 
Fire Prevention Tours 

and many other general activities. 

PLAN OF PROCEDURE - 

This consists of the organizing of clubs with the usual officers which 
neet at least once a month, and preferably more often. There are five essen- 
tials to successful club work, namely; a well organized club, a wise and though t- 
ful leader, a well planned program, challenging projects and cooperative parents. 

SOME 1938 RESULTS and 1439 GOALS ~ 

Results 1938 Goals 1939 

ao Counties participating 10 i No. Organized Clubs 1,835 1,900 
Club Members Enrolled 30, 877 32,000 
Percent of Achievement 16.4% 18% No. of Adult Leaders Men 1,165 1,175 

Women 1,700 1,750 

No. of Junior Leaders Boys 522 600 
Girls 731 115 

Judging Schools and Contests 107 110 
Demonstration Teams Trained 983 1,000 
Music Groups Trained 125 130 
4-H Orchestras and Bands 28 28 
Drama Groups 200 225 
Fire Prevention Members 1,800 2,000 
Club Tours 116 120 
Club Camps, County and State 18 18 Picnic, Play Days and Festivals ho 50 Local and County Achievement Days 1l2 130



HOW DEPARTMENTS ARE HELPING IN CARRYING oN THE PROGRAM ~ 

Besides a staff of five State Club Workers (three men and 
: two women) Many departments have aided materially in the carrying 

: : out of the club Program, providing lessons and Personal help in the field. Specialists in the several departments have aided material- ly in subject matter and local leaders schools. 

The Agronomy department has provided one-half the time of & Specialist (BE, D, Holden) to aid in carrying out crops projects. 
The Poultry department provides a half time man (G. 5, Annin) to aid in poultry projects. 

The Dairy Industry department gives a portion of the time of Mr, E. Wallenfeldt. 

The Livestock department provides several specialists who have been of considerable 944, 

We have splendid coperaticn on the part of the Home Economics Extension department, where, perhaps, a third of at least two specialists! time has been assigned to girls! work. This does not mean that these are the only Specialists giving aid to club work, For many others when they find the opportuni- ty have been generous in working with the Wy Club boys and girls, 

OTHER SERVICES FROM THE COLLEGE . 

Many faculty members have aided in preparing or review- ing bulletins and lesson leaflets that are provided for club men- bers. Thousands of record books are distributed among the club Members that are provided by the College of Agriculture without ‘ charge, Minmeographed Songs, games, plays and other recreation Programs are provided for organized clubs without charge. 

Prospects for 1939 are bright. Ai ready over 32,000 have been enrolled. = : 

EN.



DAIRY HUSBANDRY EXTENSION 

One of the major goals of our Dairy Husbandry Extension program is the estab- 
lishment of practices which will contribute to more profitable dairying and a more 
rermancnt agriculture on Wisconsin farms. The success of such a program depends 
cargely upon the cooperation between the department specialists and the county 
gents, agricultural teachers, brecd association fieldmen, and other agencies. 
Insofar as we can integrate our activities into the Wisconsin Extension Progran : 

h es a whole will maximum results be obtained. 

f MAJOR ACTIVITIES IN DAIRY HUSBANDRY “XTENSION 

Dairy Herd Improvement Associetion Testing 

While we point with pride at our progress in this project during the pest few 
meyers, wo must admit that the surface is barely scratched at the prosent time. | 

It is not enough to merely increase volume of testing on Wisconsin dairy ferns. 
The merit of our hords must be improved if we wish to materially influence the 
croduction of the great mass of herds not enrolled in Deiry Herd Improvement Associo- a 

; tions. This is being forcibly revealed to us as a result of a research project Al 
now under way. This project is attempting to shed some light on the extent of the A 
indirect influences of Dairy Herd Improvement Association testing. : 

Sire ond Herd Analysis ‘ 

Records are of little value unless they are used. During the coming year we 
xpect to put these Dairy Herd Improvenent Association records to work on the farms 
there they are made vy preparing simple sire and herd analyses which will be inter- 
treted on the farm by the specialist with the help of ths herd owner. We delieve 
that this project will interest breeders in developing sound end constructive breed 
ing programs in the future. This work will be nade possible by coordination of 
our program with that of the Department of Dairy Herd Improvement Investigations 
in the Department of Agriculture in Washington. 1 

} 
Cooperetion in the Use of Sires i 

In order to secure the use of better sires on Wisconsin farms, we must foster j 
tore cooperative bull rings or associntions. During the year, considerable at- : 

Oy ention will be given to the orgenization of cooperative groups interested in more ) 
widespread use of outstanding sires through artificial breeding. This method 
constitutes the nost powerful tool for universal livestocs improvement since the 
discovery of Mendel's Laws. However, it must be used with full kmowledge of its 
linitrtions as well as its advantages. 

Calf Club Activities i 

We believe that the sire situetion on Wisconsin dsiry farms warrants increasin;~ 
support of 4H Bull Clubs during the coming year, We are also convinced that our 
Program should encourage Calf Club membership as a project extending over several 
vears,with the development of e better herd on the form as © goale 

Aid in Org:nizing Dairy Cattle Sales Associations 

’ Considerable interest has developed in sone counties ccncerninz improved 
tethods of marketing surplus cattle. In addition to increased attention to the 
breeding of better cattle for sale to out-of-state merkets, we hope to cooperate 
‘th the breed association groups within the counties in perfecting cooperative 
’ssociations for merketing such cattle.



EXTENSION WORK IN DAIRY INDUSTRY 

H. ©. Jackson and BE, Wallenfeldt 

J, Analysis of the Present Situation 

A. Commercial Outlets for milk - in Wisconsin and the United States. 

1937 - Wisconsin United State 

: Creamery Butter 35.0% Yi. 15% 
Cheese 3ee8 8.12 

che Condensary Products 14, 6.17 
3 ' Market Milk and Cream 

. for city population 17.4( Includes 40.79 
fag all * 

; All other others) 3.86 ‘ 

ve B. Total Volume of Milk ‘ Other Other Other : 

Wis, States Wis, States Wis, States i 

1923 1933 1937 
11.4 88.6 10.6 89.4 11.0 89.0 

: C. Wisconsin's share of the nation's market for manufactured dairy products 
has declined, 

1923 1933 1937 
r Wis. Other Other Other 

‘e States Wis. State Wi State 

poe ait Cheese Production 75.5 5 58.9 Yl 49.9 50.1 , 
a ‘ Butter Production 11.8 88.2 9.0 91.0 10.8 89.2 ) 

Evaporated & Cond. Milk 30.9 69.1 38.1 61.9 27.9 72.1 | 

D. The changes in dairying 

‘ fais 1. The trend is towards larger plants. 

Pate 1910 1916 1922 1928 1930 1934 1937 
“of a. No. of creameries 1005 923 667 571 516 539 502 

: ; ; b. No. of cheese factories1§928 2363 2807 2400 2245 2136 2070 
c, Receiving plants 88 €75 833 735 532 637 
ad. Condenseries 83 1¢ j 

Roan e, The number of farmers served by each group. 

a } 4 No, of Total Average Number of 

Pea plants Farmers Farmers per Factory 

Butter 500 70,000 140 

, Cheese 2000 65,000 32 
: Condenseries 70 30,000 430 
bod Receiving plants 637 
ae Robe Ice cream plants 

“ he ee Fluid milk " 

tt : Distributors \ About 35,000 

: : Miscellaneous A
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OMMERCIAL OUTLETS FOR MILK 

UNITED STATES WISCONSIN 

1936 iy 
/ Creamery Pelee mk i sh 

All Cheese Cheese 1 
8.12% 

A 
as All other ; ne 

; cada Market Milk \% other 
roducts and cream for 17.4% “ 
617% city population ‘ 40.7% 14.4% 

s ene | 
Tye ae De 

TOTAL VOLUME OF MILK 
) PRODUCED | 

WISCONSIN COMPARED WITH TOTAL IN U.S. 

1925 1933 1937 

Xe i NY | ‘ 
Other States | Other States Other States \ 88 26% / 89.04% 89.0% 

: : 
s Si Ne
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H'P" THE DECLINE OF WISCONSIN'S SHARE IN THE 
re NATIONS MARKET FOR DAIRY PRODUCTS 

uhh 1923 1933 1937 

[ob agae ge vata \ [Gn oes fo 
Se Bs ree eee 4119 fee 

alas ws ahs ees. | cs ARS 50.1% 
TS 875.5% aa gy Ve) OTHER TV OTHE 

at Giz) NN G0%. (6.8.2; /\U8% 0%. 0.8.% 

ook - : otHer \ OTmee ! 
hal ay, eT 5a STE oon | 

oe ~— FJWAPORATED AND CONDENSED MILK 

ES STATES | aig VOTER | (Mags | OTHER 
69.1% i, \ 61.9% 72.1% 

are . a a 
ae eer
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NUMBER OF CREAMERIES IN WISCONSIN 

“i 1200}. 

4: Nis 1000 aa 

nf 800 pe | o : by 
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BUTTER PRODUCED IN WISCONSIN CREAMERIES 

w 200. 
“ 2 7 Bs. req ket 
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: II, Objectives of Dairy Industry Extension 

4. To improve dairy products so that they will command the greatest possibo ye consumer desire and confidence, 

i 1. To develop the concept that no one is justified in expecting to market 
it his product for human food unless it is wholesome and produced under 

F sanitary conditions, 

: 2. To develop a consciousness of the importance of the most essential 
3), factors of wholesome milk production among: 

: a, Local group leaders 
: b. Dairy farmers 

F c. Dairy plant operators and fieldmen ] 

3. To develop the desire and ability to apply these principles to every— 
: day dairying. 

: 4, To develop an intelligent and reasonable concept of the dairymen!s 
public health responsibility on the part of health department official-, 
plant operators, group leaders and farmers, 

a. To secure uniform reasonable board of health ordinances and uniforr, 
i. intelligent and reasonable enforcement of the regulations, 

= 1) To raise the standards and qualifications for all dairy inspectors 
so that all of them will be adequately trained to intelligently 

é interpret and enforce the various parts of the regulations from 
the economic and psychological as well as the technical aspects, 

b. To insure a safe, wholesome and palatable fluid milk and cream sup= 
ply for every village and city in the state, : 

c. To get the management of every dairy plant and producers! organizae 
tion to provide for adequate fieldwork to harmoniously secure effect- 
ive quality effort on the part of all producers or the exclusion of 
milk from the dairies that produce milk unfit for human food, 

5. To discourage from dairying, those individuals whose lack of sanitary 
consciousness is such that they will never be satisfactory dairymen, 
and guide them into other work to which they are better fitted, 

. 6, To get grocers andcher food handlers to appreciate quality in dairy 
; products and the factors most essential for their preservation, 

7. To get consumers to more fully appreciate quality in dairy products and | 
: the factors most essential for their preservation. 

‘ i B, To secure the greatest possible efficiency in the production, processing 
and transportation of high quality dairy products. 

1, To bring about the most harmonious producer-manufacturer relationships 
| to reduce to a minimum the wasteful shifting of patrons from one plant 

to another,
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2. To reduce trucking expense by close cooperation between plants, 

ants 3- To efficiently and accurately control the composition of the products 
_ Manufactured, ie 

4, To reduce the cost of the various plant operations, 

5. To obtain greater labor efficiency in plants. 

’ ' 6, To improve general plant efficiency, 

III, Methods and organization of dairy manufacturing extension, 

A. Through regular county agent extension service: 

: 1. Preparation and distribution of subject mater material: 
Bulletins and circulars } 
Mimeographed material, circular letters, etc. ‘ 

2. Participation in programs at meetings arranged by county gents, farmer 
meetings, county 4H club camps, etc. , 

3. Assisting local leaders in training 4H and F.F.A. members: 

a. Dairy quality improvement demonstrations for local meetings, rural 
district school P.T,A, meetings, dairy plant patron meetings, far- 
mer picnics, etc. 

b. Application of quality improvement principles through directed prac- 
tice on home farne, 

c. Dairy products judging. 

4. Standardization of local milk ordinances and improvement of enforcement 
nethods,. 

E a, Market milk surveys and analysis of local situations. 

b. Cooperation of producer-distributors! associations with local health 
departments in quality improvement work, 

c. Improvement of local laboratory quality testing methods, ! 

5. The solution of dairy manufacturing problems of producers and plants 
coming to county agents! attention, 

6. Cooperative work with dairy herd improvement association fieldmen on 
; quality improvement, 

3B. Extension directly from the Department of Dairy Industry, 

1. Monthly educational scoring and analysis of dairy products sent in from 
the dairy plants throughout the state. 

P 

‘ 2. Emergency plant and producer problems, 

| 3. Improvement of routine practices
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ie ae a. Grading milk and cream as received at plants. 

: 1) Regular receiving room grading, 
on, 2) Methylene blue testing, 

oe B Direct microscopic examinations. 
. ‘ ) Sediment testing, 

‘ 5) Acidity testing of cream, 
6) Visits to farms of patrons where the need for quality improvement 

c is most imperative, 

peg ste 4, Conferences with dairy plant operators and other group leaders. 
; aoa yi 5. Meetings of patrons arranged by plant managers. | 

re. <2 6. Preparation and distribution of subject matter material foragricultural 
ii high school teachers and other local group leaders. 

POF | 7. Work with local health officers and dairy inspectors on standardization 
een of milk ordinances and standardization of methods of enforcement. 

RE 8. Work with local laboratories on standardization and improvement of 
mae laboratory methods as applied to milk and its products, 

a a, Health department laboratories, 
b. Dairy plant laboratories, 

Fs 9. Cooperative work with dairy associations. 

a. Participation in planning of programs at meetings, 
Bs bd. Planning and carrying out of quality improvement projects with 

producers, 
faze. c. Quality improvement projects with plants. 

IV. Opportunities for cooperation with other departments of the College, — Other 
’ departments have contributed towards the improvement of dairy conditions. The 

5 following are only brief examples,as no attempt is made to include all that 
a has been done, 

A. Agricubtural Beononics 

5 1, Giving quality considerations a prominent part in the handling of plan- 
a ning organization and nanagement problems of cooperatives. 

i 2. In all marketing wrk, placing stress on the importance of high quality 
bh " from the longtime viewpoint, in 

3. In farm management extension, emphasizing the fact that it does not cost 
HDA aS appreciably more to produce high quality wholesome milk than unsanitary 

iis milk, 

me 4, Vocational Guidance. Guidance away from dairying for those who will 
never be satisfactory dairymen. 

es B, Agricultural Engineering, 

eee 1. Promoting satisfactory but inexponsive milk houses and adequate cooling 
facilities,
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2. Giving ganitery factors pfominent consideration when giving instruction 
ae and advice on fatm layouts and farm building plans, 7 

Bee C, State 4H Club extension staff. 

ASH e 1. The promoting and conducting of quality imorovement demonstrations and 
al projects; i. e. rural schools, annual meetings of dairy plant patrons, 
a we local, county and state contests, 4H club camps, etc, 

pe co 2. The promotion of the use of dairy products through foods and nutrition 
ice projects and demonstrations, 

PRO st 2. Agricultural Journalism 

Bre iM ot 1. Discouragement of unfavorable publicity especially that on bacterial 
i counts of market milk and other similar subjects so commonly misunder~ 
ese, 3 stood by the public, 

ry 2. Encouragement of the inclusion of comments on the importance of milk 
PS ost quality wherever the opportunity presents itself to the press and radie, 

: E. Agronomy 
LOM Fs: 

Osh 1. Research ~ Developing plants which will improve the chemical and physi-~ 
ae cal nature of the milk produced; i. e. susceptibility to fat oxidation, 

es vt composition of milk fat and flevor, 

2. Extension 
MO 42 P 

a a. Consideration of the effect of feeds upon milk composition, flavor, 
pee a etc. whon promoting their use by dairymen, 

Pe b. Relation of weeds to milk quality.(French weed, pepper grassand other: 

: F, Dairy Husbandry and Dairy Herd Improvement, 
BAR Re ery oe tr 

nous tend. ; 1. Education on proper feeding time for silage of all kinds and other 
eas HEE Pete strong fiavored feeds, 

Fa 2. Planning rations so that they will not have too high proportions : 
MATE “ahh, °, of feeds which cause serious difficulties in processing and marketing, 

‘ alfalfa, cottonseed meal, etc. ‘ 

: 3. Discouragement of too abrupt change from dry feed to all pasture in 
mi the spring, 

i 4, Encouragement of D. H. I. fieldmen to act as leaders for 4H and other 
‘ quality improvement clubs and projects. 

ae 5. Culling out mastitis infected cows. 

u @, Economic Entomology 
OME” 

pam Control and elimination of insects in dairy plants, flies, cockroaches, 
p eh a ete, 

r Control of insects, particularly flies in milkhouses and stables. 
ie woke
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‘ f 
lo 

end H. Home Economics ; 

e 1. Application of the housewife's standard of cleanliness(in the care, pre- 
‘paration, and serving of food) to the care and handling of milk, wash- : ing and sterilizing of milk utensils and separators, cleanliness of Sk a. milkhouses, cooling of milk, etc, 

Bie ti { 2. Encouragement of more dairy food education in the home economics depart. Ee ments in schools and 4H clubs: 

eee a) Quality Improvement demonstrations, 

oe 1) Proper cleaning and sterilization of milk utensils, separators, etc, 

@ i 2) Most advantageous uses of dairy products, 
: a. Use of milk and milk products wherever the opportunity presents es y itself. 

op 3) The value of high quality vs. low quality dairy products, teaching ; how to judge dairy products. 

‘ 4) The importance of securing milk from healthy cows handled properly eee under sanitary conditions, the importance of laboratory control i in dairy plants, etc. 

Ey I. Horticulture 

ae Beautification and landscaping of dairy plant grounds and farmsteads, 

Feeane ne J. Rural Sociology 

i 1. Vocational guidance away from dairying for those who are not fitted ae for dairying, 

7 2. Questions for public discussion groups. 

, a. How should the producer of inferior quality milk be educated or his 
product excluded from the market? , 

Ss b. Public health obligations of the dairyman, 

bh c, Should the dairymen be licensed? 

P E. Veterinary Science 

ai 1. Detection, control and elimination of diseases in dairy cows. 

mo 2. Improvement in animal ganitation 

ms ‘ 3. Cooperation in the training of dairy inspectors,
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HOME ECONOMICS EXTENSION SERVICE IN WISCONSIN 
as presented to 

Wisconsin Extension Vorkers 
March 6, 19%u 

Note: It is taken for granted in the material which follows that the jiisconsin Home Economics Extension Service looks to the teaching and research de- partments of Home Economics and allied subjects at the University of Wisconsin and to the Bureau of Home Economies of the United States Depart- ment of Agriculture for guidance and help in subject matter offerings : and to the State and Federal Extension Directors for guidunceée and“help in : : Extension Organization policy and procedure, 

' Personnel 

‘e State Home Demonstration Staff 

} 1 State Leader of Home Economics Extension: Blanche L. Lee ey 1 Assistant State Leader of Home Economics Extension: Josephine Pollock y ' 1 Specialist in Child Development and Education for Family Life } | : (on part time basis only at prescnt time): Ralph bridgman : : ; & Specialists in Clothing: Gladys Meloche, *Elien Carison : 3 Specialists in Foods and Nutrition; ‘ *Mary Brady, *Charlotte Clark, Gladys Stillinan i : i Specialist in Hone Furnishing: Vicalthy Hale : 1 Specialist in Home Management: *ilargaret McCordic : 1 Speciaiist in Family Economics: Clara E. Jonas 

: At least two of the above specialists (Charlotte Clark and Ellen 
: Carlson) spend approximately one-hulf time on 4H Club work during each 
E year. All specialists give some assistance with the 4-H Club program. 

. i *During the present, year, beginning with September, 1958, four of 
5 “ the above specialists will have hed leave for study during a semester 

a f or one or nore summer sessions. 

: Ed Hd County Home Feonomics Extension Staff 

iS 4 27 counties will have County Home Agent service this year. 

j 2 gt Last year we hed «@ 53~1/3% turnover in personnel of County Home Agents. 

et Up to January lst of this year no agent had been in her county donger 

than 3 and 1 quarter years, This rapid turn-over represents one of our 
: most difficult problems in mainteining continuity of service within a 

county and in the time required for "in service" training of agents by 

supervisors and specialists.
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: A 

Extent of Progran 

Home Economics lxtension Service is being conducted upon & systematic and 
organized basis at the present tine in #5 Home Agent counties and £1 non-Hone 
Agent counties. Forty-six counties total. 

Methods of Service 

1. Meetings - (‘ethod demonstration, or discussion, or both = with fny kind of 
group interested - might be neighborhroc , community, homciackers', voacn's 

: club, P.T.A., ilothers! Clubs, Farm Burcru groups, Farmers Union, church 
aa groups, etc.) 

&e Locel group meetings, held by home ngente, specislists or project ierders. 
: (Since the cevclopaent of people is cousidcred of greater Importence then 

the teaching of subject matter, «© belicve ¢ certain mount of triining of 
. project lesere is highly desirsble.) 

b. Interest Brous icetines vhich need not necessarily be county wide in 

nature but given to « Group of people tho need help vith » particular 
problem in thich «11 vonen are not interested at the tinc. Child devclop- 
ment, children's clothing, vatcr systems, etc., right be citcd es exemples,. 
It is believed tint this type of meeting should inercrse in nuabers if tre 

j are to make use of "timeliness", onc of the very importent principles in 
; Eduention, perticularly for adults. 

c. Open mectins - inter-coumnity, county-vide, district, State, Including 
Achievement Days, Firm and Hone Ye ek, field uays, institutes » etc, 

®, Individual Service - Thru conference (tdephone, office call or howe visit), 
correspondence, bulletins or mMincozraphed leeLlets, (There is need for more 

brief bulletins of ui popular and specifiendly helpful nature which cen be 
: used for general distribution.) 

5. Radio - Our office averages at least one rauio prosentition over VHA per ieoek. 

Home Agents and rural voaen make contributions also.
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4, Nows Releases - All Hone Economics "xtension \orkers use this .ecns of reaching 

beyond the groups which are definitely organized for Home Deaonstration tork. 

Some Home Agents .asintain regular columns in + eekly newspapers. 

; i Nature and Purpose of Program 

; 1, Home Demonstration pro;raas sre bascd upon problesis, needs, cnd interests of 

familics and individuals with thom ve are orking in so far as ve ure able to 

determine these needs, (thru collection, suamary -nd study of evailnble deta, | 

: thru observation, discussion, survey, questionnaire, etc.). ‘ec believe these 

fundamental or basic needs can be used just as effectively in planning 4-H and 

youth as rell «us adult progreins. 

&, Ve consider it essential to the success of our emieavor tet os derge « number 

of persons @s possible participate in the planning process. Ve believe 

‘ that cooperation and action come about must feadiiy, if aad enen, people hrve 

a been "in on" the plan from the beginning. (It mey tell be noted here that 

f some euthorities in Family Icucation offer as one reeson a the so-crlled 

"youth movement" of todny the fect tact youn; sdults have not been siven the 

: privilege of being "in on" things either in or outside the femily.) 

Yhet ere the mejor problens of Visconsin Farm end Village frigilies? 

bi As expressed by the fara vomen themselves, they run about like this: 

1. Too little income to provide the kind of « living Gesired. 

Si Too little income uue to: 

mS Lov: prices of farn products in comparison 1 ith 

8 High prices of prowucts which must be purchased 

. High taxes 

a High cost of furn lebor (85% of the .onen and girls on 891 farins in 

* 2 Merathon county recently reported tucy were helping 1.ith some 

phase of farn.ork. 29% helped vith harvesting.)
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Rising standard of living which demands more cesh to purchase things 

MEH desired by the farm famisy (education, health, better houses, equip- 

ae ment and furnishing, automobiles, radios, good clothes, etc.) 

g Miche, Lack of knowledge or skills to increase the income. ; 

eaRS OAL 2. Poor mental as well as poor physical health 

ns Due partly to confusion and frustration caused by rapidly changing con- 

ld ditions, which produce feeling of insecurity (economic » emotional and social). | 

t 5. An expressed desire for more satisfyinz famizy relationships. A desire for | 

. understanding, harmony, and appreciation within the home are frequently men- 

: tioned by the wohen with whom we work. (Feelings of frustration, uncertainty, 

A hy discouragement, lack of privacy and independence in soine nomes, lack of 

3 facilities to carry out one's ambitions,--all tiese have their effect upon 

‘ family members.) 

. 4. A desire for wholesome and sutisfyiny re-creation as well as the need for 

ey employment and education for ail family members, particularly for young 

. people, is of major concern to most parents at the present time. 

Race: What ere we in Home Economics Extension doing to help farm fniniiies selve some of 

a the major problems with which they are facud: 

ale: Increasing the income 

iE ok We are attempting to be sufficiently intelligent about such things as 

: diversification, iand use, soil conservation, herd improvement, etc., which 

re . are generally recognized as important factors in making for greater cash in- 

: come on the farm so that we can be helpful, at ieaut to the extent of lending 

encouragement to families striving to improve their incomes. 

What is the amount of farm income available for fanily living in Wisconsin? 

A study made in 1935-36, on 783 Dane County furms, by the Bureau of Hone 

Economics, U.S.D.A., in its Consumer Purchase Study indicates that on the 

average @ non-relief farm family consisted of five members, and wos not able 

to"get ahead" financially until its net income for family iiving was epproxi- 

mately $1300.00. Of this amount $750.00 was in cash and the belance of $550.00
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“ was the value of farm furnished goods, Tarm furnished food valued at farm prices 

anounted to about $300.00; house rent furnished by the farm and other things 

such as fuel, etc., were valued at $250.00. No attempt wes made to mexsure the 

i adequacy of this income in terms of family living. 

% * We are not assuming that this study gives a picture of farm incomes in 

Fisconsin nor that Dane county is typical of the state. It was probably chosen 

because it is considered a "typical" dairy region, (Combined figures from all 

c . farm families studied in the U. S. indicated that the family of five needed on 

. the average a net income of approximately $1000 in order +o "eet ahead.) 

According to the total farm income and the number of farms in Wisconsin 

many farm families do not have even $400.00 for femily living. Inasmuch us «any 

$1 farm enterprises do not producy:: enough cash for family use, much of our emphasis 

} is placed upon activities and projects which include: 

: 1. Food production, preparation, snd preservation necded to: 

a. Maintain good health, 

‘ b. Reduce medical and dental service. 

‘ yi c. Keduce cash expenditures for food by producing on the farm as much of 

pee Lan the family food supply as is possible, and thus relesse cash for 

tals other things inciuding some essential foods which must be purchased. 

The Food and Nutrition Specialists inst June valucd the liberal farin 

erovee furnished food supply, adequate for a family of 5, at upproxinately 

i; $570,00 at reteil prices in Medison. When figured at farm prices 

: this amount of food would have been valued at between yP75.00 and 

$325.00. 

‘ @. Clothing planning, selection, and construction nre essential to good 

P physical end mental health, end give a feeling of socinl security, 

ar self respect and self confidcnee. These cannot be maintained upon a 

sit low income unless the girls and women in the family know considereble 

ied about clothing construction, remodeling, buying, etc. A recent study
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of "Saving by Home Clothing Construction" made by Dr. iflay Cowles 

shows that a substantial cash saving, rnnging from 30 to 64% on some 

garments, can be realized by good home sewing. | 

5. A knowledge of materials, colors and design ig essential in the selection, 

‘ arrangement snd use of all household furnishings, equipment and sup- 

plies if the maximum emount of satisfaction and service are to be de~ 

hei) rived from their use. The fsct that some colors are stimulating and 

that others are restful, cheerful and soothing give us some iden as to 

their best use in house furnishing. 

The fact that some designs or arrongement of house furnishing 

are restful and plessing may give a suggestion with regard to one 

j means of reducing some of the fevling of confusion which is all too 

; prevalent today. 

4, The evaluation, wanuyement nna ieveiopaent of nll resources (money, time, 

energy, abilities, skills, rnd materiale) which the family possesses 

are extremely essential to the family's well being. For this reason, 

home menagement, consumer education, home production, home crafts, «tc. 

ere stressed throughout our Home Economics Extension program, 

5. A better understanding of people (including ourselves), as well as a 

better understanding of conditions (local, stute, nationel and internation- 

al) are essential to cesirable and happy working and living arrange- 

ments both within snd outside the family. Psychologists tell us that 

we have less fear of those things with which we are femiliar. It is 

| : for this reason that we enccurage or give help with principles of 

child development, child psychology, group discussion, and adult ed- 

ucation (including « study of naticnal und intermmetional situctions 

and problems which affect farm families).
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‘ 6. Since we do not live by "bread aione" we encourage end pive help, where | 

we can, with those things which are "re-creative" as nature study, social 

recreation, music, drama, play and other reading and crafts, such as 

the making of rugs and the refinishing and remodeling of furniture 

which for many are a means of re-crention. These also have a money 

value, since if families had such services otherwise, money would 

need to be expended. 

It is well to note also that just the yoing to « meeting and 

. getting avey from one's "four walls" and troubles at home is a means 

of recreation to many people, particularly to many women who are con- 

fined so much within the house ond work so much sione. 

Assistance Needed from Other Departments 

1. An appreciation on the part of the agricultural staff of the University 

of Wisconsin of the contribution of all family naembers to the success of 

the farm enterprise, to the extent that they are willing tc help create 

this same understanding and appreciation un the part of the farm men with 

whom they are working will help a great deal, since these men are the hus- 

bands, fathers and brothers of the women and girls with whom we are working. 

2. We desire tu see the "democratic family approach" on a "problem basis" 

become a reality in program planning and execution in Wisconsin as soon 

as this is psychologically and physically possible. 

5. We desire to see the cooperative relationships which have been established 

with the following departments continued: 

a. Animal husbandry and poultry on meat cutting and production with 

meat preservation and meat utilization. We believe that greater 

use could be made of facts which show that it pays to produce meat 

and poultry for family use regardless of whether or not they are 

being produced for market.
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b. Horticulture - There is need for giving increised attention to 

planning and producing the family's supply of vegetables and fruits. 

Again we need more records which prove that a home gerden pays good 

dividends in labor income, as veil as in better health and increased 

satisfactions. (In ensver to the questionnaire recently used in 

Marnthon County, previously referred to, 20% of the 891 families 

did not report any fruits or berries raised on the farm.) 

Landscape gardening help will of course continue to be desired. 

c. Dairy - We believe that we in Home Economics Extension could be in- 

crcasingly helpful in connection with the sanitation sid "clean up" 

phases of the dairy program, as well as in continuing our education- 

al progran to encourage people to consume milk, cheese, and butter, 

since both are concernec with better health and incrensed incomes. 

qd. Agricultural Becnomics - We desis to see more joint endeavor by 

men and women and older boys snd girls \where there ure such) in set- 

ting up farm and home management plans both with individual families 

and on a group basis. We believe farm families should be assisted in 

planning a satisfsctory stendard of living vnich they can afford and 

enjoy. 

® e. Agricultura). Engineering - We desire to have the e.ntinued covpera-- 

tion of the Department of Agricultural Engineering with all prob- 

lems related to house planning, remoceling, water supply, sewage, 

lighting and heating systems, etc. Vie would 1ike tu see concerted 

effort on the part of the Departiwents of Agricultural Economics, 

Agricultural Engineering, and Hone Econumics in giving guidance and 

help to farm families in deciding when and how they can have there 

improved comforts and conveniences at coste which will make it 

possible for them to enjoy them, without having to worry too much 

about how and when they are going to be paid for, 

:
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oh f. Rural Sociology - We recognize the values of such activities as 

t social recreation, drane, misic, group discussion, etc., and believe 

that these should be cefinitely planned as a vital pert of the county 

agricultural and home economics programs which arc dosigned to contri- 

bute to a good living on the farm. 

&. 4-H Club Work - We believe that 4-H Club work can contribute to the | 

solution of most of the problens we have mentioned (such as supple- 

menting the income, better henith, recr.ation, more worthy home member- 

ship, gainful employment and better citizenship.) 

h. We appreciate the facilities afforded us thru the deprrtment of 

4gricultursl Journslism vor getting our messege to the peuple cof 

/ Wisconsin thru the rudio und the press. 

‘ i. We apprecinte very much the «ssistance which is boing made availuble 

. to us from the Federal Office of Cooperstive Extension work, includ- 

; ing help with methods of program planning, project execution and 

supervision 4s vell as assistance with subject matter. 

: ‘ Jj. We are finding our contacts vith such other state and federal agencies 

tet as the Furm Security Administration, Depertaent of Vocational Educa- 

: tion, the State Bonrd of Heslth, State Nurses Association, State 

} Department of Mental Hygicne, Free Traveling Library, University 

Extension Service, ctc., both stimlating and helpful. It is be- 

; lieved that thru careful planning at county, state snd federal 

levels, that the services uffered by cach of these various agencies 

can and should be su coordinuted as to nvuoid duplication and con- 

fusion in the minds of those for whom the services are intended. It is 

being generally recognized tht the Extension Service can and: should 

continue to .ssume the role of coordinstor, purticularly at the county 

level of these services wiicn ure ‘esigned for. rursui. peopic.
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Although we still feel greatly handicapped because of inadequate person- 

nel, particularly in counties, we are attempting to make a vitnl and worthvhile 

contribution to rural living in Wisconsin. We believe that Wisconsin hes reason 

for being proud of its past record of Home Economics Extension Service but we are 

constantly striving to "make the best better". 

: ‘
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, LANDSCAPE EXTENSION 

I. The grounds of a vast majority of homes, schools, and rural public 
buildings are in a sadly neglected condition and fall far short of 
fulfilling their possibilities as a source of enjoyment and cultural 
development. 

The aims of the landscape extension service are; 

a. To stimilate interest in the improvement of home, school, and 

public grounds. 
b. To train local leaders to the extent that they may give assis- 

tance to other members of their community interested in improy- 
ing their grounds. 

c. To furnish information about and give assistance in grounds 
improvement projects. 

d. To establish demonstration plantings within a commmnity which 
will stimlate others to grounds improvement and serve as 
an example of improvement methods. | 

II. The work is not localized but is needed in every community in the 
state. Its develooment is limited only by personnel and facilities 
for furnishing the service. Some work has been done in all but four 
counties of the state in the past five years and in all but two at 
some time since the initiation of the vroject. 

III. Work being done may be roughly grouped under three classes--Fome 
Grounds, School Grounds, Individual problems. The latter includes 
church grounds, commnity halls, grounds of county buildings, rural 

parks and rural cemeteries. The latter group is included on the basis 
that grounds improvement on public grounds stimulates a desire for 
improved home grounds. 

Largely outside of college extension funds an extensive program has 
been carried on with Cheese Factory operations. 

IV. Cooperators 

County agents, home demonstration agents, high school agricul- 
; tural teachers, garden clubé, Parent-Teachers! and similar 

organizations, school boards, state, district, and county 

school officials, county officials, cemetery associations, 
rural park boards, church officials, individuals. 

V. Activities 

A. Home Grounds f 
1. Landscape schools--A series of 4 lecture and demonstration 

meetings at which a definitely enrolled group study the 
fundamentals of grounds improvement and develop a plant- 
ing plan for their own home grounds. 

2. Adult home ground improvement projects--regular enrollment 
of cooperators,- lecture on ground improvement. Visit 

of the homes and suggestion as to best methods of 
improvment. Demonstrations of planting methods. 

3. Garden clinics- 
For those more advanced in grounds improvement 

(garden club members), Lectures and garden tours in 
which are considered specific garden problems.



4. ¥.F.A. Grounds Improvement Contest. 

tent 4 Cooveratively with teachers of Agriculture in high Peet z schools. Lectures, - home visits, -development of plant- ; ing plans by the boys, - planting demonstrations,- in 
, Some cases exhibits, - judging and criticism of improve- 

ment work. 

5. UH Grounds Improvement Project. 

In cooperation with 4-H Club Department. A project 
in growing plants for grounds improvement and their use 
on the individual home grounds. 

6. Individual problems. 

Consultation and suggestions on special problems, not 
in a definite project, with individuals or official groups. 

7. Lectures before interested grouvs not presently connected has with an organized project. 

B. School Grounds 
1. County Contests - 

Cooperatively with County Azent, teachers, county 
school superintendent. Conducted similar to a-4 except ae specialist makes the planting plan. In some cases project j covers a three year period, 

2. Institutes 
In cooperation with teachers, school board members, and 

' Parent Teachers! organizations. 
Similar to A-l except 2 meetings instead of h. 

3. Individual help 

Where necessary data is furnished, suggestions and wn sketches are furnished schools not members of an organized 7 project. 

4, Lectures 
Before--District meetings of School Board Members; 

County Teachers'Institutes and local Parent-Teachers!' groups. 

a C. Individual Problems. 
1. Landscape problems other than those connected with home or 

school grounds. 
Procedure varies with the problem. May include consultation, 
field sketches or completed plans. 

VI, what of the Future? 

Problems will remain the same. 
Methods may vary, as has been the case formerly, when apparently 

: more effective methods are discovered. facilities are inade quate 
to meet present demands. fxtension of activities in the future 
is limited only by facilities,



HOME AND COMMERCIAL GARDENING 

These lines of work are quite distinct and therefore are con- 
sidered separately. As organized projects both are of comparatively recent 
initiation although some work has been done on both for a number of years. 

. 

The facilities for carrying on extension activities in gardening 
are woefully inadequate; there being available at present 2/3 of one man's 
time; this representing an increase of 100 per cent over the time available 
prior to this year. ’ 

HOME GARDENING 

I. Situation and Problem ; 
A. The home garden is one of the most poorly conducted features 

of farm production. 
To correct this situation two seemingly almost impossible 

tasks mast be accomplished; 

1. To get the farmer to recognize the true relative 
value of the garden as a feature of farm activity. 

2. To overcome the impression that anyone knows 
how to garden successfully and that very little 
attention to planning or even to good cultural 

practice is necessary to success. 

B. The job to be done:- 
1. To convince farm folks that the garden is a worth- 

while enterprise on any farm. 

2. To furnish information as to: 
a. What the vegetable needs of the family are. 
b. How to plan the garden to meet the needs- 

including the best kinds and varieties of 
vegetables to use. 

c. Cultural practices best filled to produce 
most efficient results. 

a. Wethods designed to keen to the minimum the 
expense of time and energy. 

e. The control of pests. 
f. Nethods of preserving and storing vegetables 

for winter use. 

C. Aroa 
1. Practically every coxmnity in the state could 

profit by this service. At present due to 
; insufficient help the work is limited to Ash- 

land, Polk, Tremoeleau, Adams, and Manitowoc 
Count ies. 

D. Groups 
1. Largely home-makers groups and a few special 

interested groups. 

: II. Cooperators 
County agente, home demonstration agents. Close coopera- 

ion with Home Economics Extension.



III. Methods have varied with the particular situation. 

When practical the project has consisted of 3 lectures 
byt ; and demonstration meetings,- one each on Planning; Planting 

bikes and Culture; Pest Control; Harvesting ami Storage. 

Iv. Future- 
Pod There is urgent need for expansion in home garden work. 
iogite ‘ There should be available as a minimum the equivalent of 

; ; full time of one man. 

Biah Figne The problems and the line of attack will doubtless 

f remain the same for a considerable lemzth of time. 

COMMERCIAL GARDENING- 

Commercial gardening extension, as related to Yorticultural 
phases, has just completed its second year as an organized project. The 
problems of commercial gardening are numerous 9nd varied. Limited facili- 
ties necessitates confining activity largely to the most important problems. 
At present these avpear to be those associated with production of canning 

crops, especially tomatoes. 

4 
I. The problem to be solved 

7 A. What crops and what varieties of these crops can be 
successfully produced. 

B. Cultural practices best fitted to produce profitable 
returns, 

C. Best practice as regards harvesting and marketing. 

: II. The aims are; 

A. To familiarize growers with the best production methods 
and adapted varieties as revealed by research and ob- 

served experiences, 

B. To demonstrate the value of recommended practice. 

ITI. Areas 

&t present the areas served are limited. Major emphasis 
is in Racine and’ Kenosha counties with some additional demon- 
stration work in Dane and Sheboygan counties and discussion 
meetings in Milwaukee County. 

IV. Cooperators 

County agents and individual growers. ‘York correlated 
with Department of Fconomic Entomology and Plant Pathology. 

V. Expansion 
In relation to the extent and value of the industry and 

the urgency of the problems the service now available is exceed— 
ingly inadequate. 4



HOME AND COMMERCIAL FRUIT GROWING 

, Fruit Extension Work in Wisconsin aims to: 

1, Encourage the farmer to grow both tree and small fruits for family use 
as part of a "better farm living" program. 

2. Assist the farmer with the marketing of his surplus in the local markets. 

3. Teach him approved practices of practical farm fruit growing. 

4, Aid farmers in cooperative purchasing of spraying machines, spray ma- 
terials, fertilizers, harvesting and packing equipment, nursery stock, 
and other fruit growers supplies. 

Misia, 5. Keep the farmer informed on up-to-date methods of fruit pest control as | 
learned through the research work of the departments of plant pathology 

Lanes and economic entomology. 

pli ¢ 6. Keep in touch with county agent changes so that new appointees, inexper- 
ita; ienced or untrained in fruit work may be coached to continue the work 
ish oy developed by their predecessors. 

7. Assist county agents with organization of cooperative spray rings and 

county fruit grower's associations and their activities after they are 
organized, 

8. Assist high school teacher's in agriculture with planning and super- 
vision of boys' fruit projects. 

Il, Fruit work is distributed quite generally over the state. During the past few 
years the major activities have been in the eastern part of the state. The 
counties in which intensive work is beine done change from year to year. 

Il, Extension Methods Yhich Have Eeen Found Productive of Results: 

1. The Fruit Course-~a course in fruit growing practices consisting of four 

half day demonstration-lecture iseetines with community groups enrolled 
by the County Agent. ‘ f 

Results; 

, a. Neighborhood interest in farm fruit culture. 
P dv. a Spray rings, i 

Ce " effort in surplus disposal. 
d. County wide interest in farm fruit problems. 
e. Organization of County Association to assist with the solution of 

problems. 
2. Farm Visits with County agent to 

a. Procure local leaders for the organization of fruit course groups 

b. Check on results obtained in spraying, pruning, young tree 
training, etc. 

c. Coach cooperative roadside market operators. 

ad. Study field conditions in preparation for winter meetings. 
| e., Check up on Fruit Course follow-up practices.



cae FRUIT GROWING CONT'D. 

ueons 3, Orchard Tours-~County and Regional. 

wid: These tours advertise results obtained and do much to eive the grower 
: a balanced conception of what a fruit grower's problems are and the solu- 
i da tions which are the nost practical in his own case, 

3505 4, County Apple Shows 

; se These shows have been very helpful in finding a local market for the 
ied small grower who produces marketable fruit above his own needs. At these 

bof shows the grower learns the principles of grading and marketing, makes 
, acquaintance with the consumer, wins his confidence and thus gains cus- 

eet tomers for his surplus crop. 

inge ly. Cooperation is had with the County Agent or Smith-Hughes teacher of the com- 
fe munity, and with local organizations such as spray rings and local fruit 

en growers' associations. 

ar 1. What of the Future! | 

visio 08° 1. The cooperative spray ring seems to be the only practical solution for 

res the small grower in areas where the orchards are too small to make 
oh individual ownership of a power spray outfit practical and where the 

orchards are too large for efficient hand spraying. This concerns 
liu practically all of the southern, eastern, and southwestern counties. 

am 2. Orchards must be rebuilt in central, western, and northern counties. 

shen: dl uttes Great need exists for this work inasmuch as much of the fruit tree 
be odd way” population in these areas was lost in the years of draught and the se- 
mod Ane vere winter of 1935-36. The work has already been undertaken in a 

pth: number of counties through cooperative arrangements between the county 
Ab ceed arene 75 agent and high school agriculture teachers whereby the high school 

ae et agriculture students are instructed in farm orchard and small fruit 
PS oat planning, selection of adapted varieties and cultural practices suited 
hg anh to local conditions. 

wg 3. A need exists in most northern counties for additional cash income from 
es the small acreage farm particularly where the soils are light. It is : 

Fi probable that part of this need should be definitely met by growing 
strawberries and raspberries for local resort trade, if not for the 
distant market. Some work has already been done in a few counties but so f 
far intensive work has not been possible because of lack of time and 
funds. 

Let an' Increased facilities can be efficicntly used whenever available. 

COMMERCIAL FRU:‘T GROWING 

Extension activities in comercial fruit growing are carried on 
primarily as lectures before organized groups or as consultation on special 
problems of a district.



POTATO EXTENSION SERVICE 

INSCONSIN POTATO GROWING AREA COMPRISES 5 MAIN DISTRICTS. 
BIO yg I. The Northwest District 

II. The North Central District : 
fad III. The Northeast District 
that Iv. The Central District 

Vv. The Southeast and Lake Spore District. 

Regional Factors: Demonstration projects relating to such phases as Variety 
Die, , Adaptation, Seed Potato Improvement, and Production Methods 
aes are planned with many widely varying conditions in the above ee districts taken into account. 

ge ROJSCT I: SEED POTATO AND VARIETY DEMOYSTRAION PLOTS. 
id Sarogond , Enphasis in northern districts placed mainly or «eed potato production 
Grn MS fia and improveient. In central districts and southern districts mainly on 

h etounrs, seed potato distribution problems. 

wiv to tach. Main Objects: To demonstrate (1) the advantare in planting the best adapted 
| varieties, and (2) the use of healthy productive seed stocks. 

me wel To promote the production of improved seed stocks and to di- 
wh bark rect distribution accordiny to the requirements of the area covered. 

turd To familiarize growers with the maladies associated with de- 
; generation or deterioration of seed stocks and to promote effective con- 

eee trol measures. 

fs, dee To demonstrate performance of both old and new varieties in 
be ot respect to yield, type, and quality. : 

fe ne Project on & Farm Scale Basis; The use of 100 pound samples permits all 
hit operations to be performed in accordance with regular farm methods and 

be ip use of machinery in planting, fertilizing, spraying, harvesting, and 
es handling. :; 

ae APPTYING RESULTS OF THE PROJECT TO THE ARBA 

cee 1. One (souwetimes two) field days are held durine the summer and Dake harvest season, 

ea lt 2. One "Special Potato Day" program is conducted at each location i 
i tt after the harvest season. 

oo 3- Programs include inspection of the plote-~discussion of yields Pa and important records obtained with varieties and seed stocks--soil 
eae improvement problems--disease convrol--grading and standardization-- 

cultural subjects. 

Cooperating Agencies 

. or Extension Specialists of Departments of Horticulture, Soils, 
out dyad Plant Pathology, The Visconsin Department of Agriculture and Markets, 

Re poutdot County Agents, The Wisconsin Potato Growers Association and Partici- 
pating growers, 

Reports are prepared at end of season and are available to 
County Agents and interested growers.



eee trees, MD PROJECT ITI: SEED POTATO IM ROVEMENT PROGRAM 

‘ont: 13 Tuber Indexing Service (A) This service furnishes certified 
ohT* TTT: growers with a record on their seed stocks with special relation 

00h Ve: to mosaic, but also including other factors relating to seed 
Ba onid. ty. standards, 

font i Leng byar. Tuber Indexing Service (B) Includes cooperative arrangement with 
growers favorably suited to grow foundation seed stock. Enough 
tubers are indexed to plant a large sized tuber index plot to 
be increased and distributed as foundation seed. 

BGA: po Tas Production of Seed on Branch Stations. Under department super- 
vision a limited acreage of improved seed stock is grown on Branch 4 

ers Stations for distribution to growers. 

PTL OIA Variety Plots on Branch Stations.-Trial plots conforming to the 
: "Seed _ and Variety Demonstration Plots" are located onthe Spooner 

bears deeded) and Sturgeon Bay Stations. 

Seed Potato Certification. Through this service 250,000 to 275,000 
bushels were produced. Wisconsin growers depend mainly on this 

oe supply in furthering all seed and variety improvement projects. 

The Certification Service involves joint or cooperative 
a relationship with the Wisconsin Department of Agriculture and 
cas: Markets in the matter of tle Carlot Inspection Service - the 

use of tle Official Bag, tag, and seal. 

ba aes gout POTATO EXTENSION AGENCIES AND ACTIVITIES ORGANIZED BY THE DEPARTVENT OF HORTICULTUR. 

Bs + THE WISCONSIN POTATO GROWIRS' ASSOCIATION: 

Pe. Organized by the Devartment of Horticulture in 1912. A 
voluntary association of Wisconsin potato interests serving as 
a potato extension agency. Association by-laws provide that : 

Betiayt the staff member of the Wisconsin Colleze of Agriculture in 
charge of potato extension wor’ shall be the Secretary of the 

= Association. ; : 

This arrangement has continued since 1912, and during this 
tere period the following state events have been conducted. 

14 2 : 1. The anmal convention of the “isconsin Potato Growers 
Association aml State Potato Show. 

seal 2. The Wisconsin Potato Field Day. ' 

on 3. The Wisconsin Potato Tour and mamerous similar county 
ine and community projects.



elt Teton PLANT PATHOLOGY DEPARTMENT EXTENSION WORK 

; R. E. Vaughan, Extension Plant Pathologist 

J. W. Brann, Assistant Plant Pathologist 

The aim of the Plant Pathology Department in its Extension work is to 

: cooperate with the Wisconsin County Agents and Agricultural teachers in putting 

on such field demonstrations and hold such discussion meetings regarding the 

nature and control of plant diseases as they may desire or are needed. Usually 

these demonstrations or meetings are held in collaboration with the Department 

L of Horticulture when the problem has to do with potatoes, garden, truck, fruit 

. or flower crops; the department of Agronomy when the problem pertains to cereals 

or forage crops; and the Department of Economic Entomology where insects are 

concerned. Cooperating agencies outside the College of Agriculture have included 

the State Department of Agriculture and Markets, U. S. Department of Agriculture, 

Bureau of Plant Industry, and the A.A.A. From time to time various chemical 

‘ companies have donated materials which it was mutually desired to have included 

in the demonstrations. We have always felt that such contacts in the counties 

po were more effective when all college departments concerned had their 

; representatives present or advised of any demonstrations. 

Effective field meetings and demonstrations include; 

: Orchard spraying Truck garden tours with 4-H & adult groups 
Potato seed treatment Flower disease clinics with adult 

) Potato selection for dis. resistance garden clubs 
Potato spraying : Grain seed treatment { 
Potato tours Grain tours 
Cabbage seed treatment Barley schools 
Cabbage selection for dis. resistance Canners schools or short courses 

The division of time is for Vaughan, 9/10 on plant pathology extension, and 1/10 

on short course teaching; for Brann, 4/7 on plant pathology extension and 3/7 on 

horticulture, potato project. 

The extension Plant Pathologists will be glad to go into more detail on any 

points desired by other members of the extension group.
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; , REPORT OF EXTENSION ACTIVITIES 

‘A of the Department of Poultry Husbandry 

f J. B. Hayes 

ieee January 9, 1939 
My 

laine tia, The projects previously submitted and discussions that followed 
piee® des would lead one to believe that there are two types - the one cultural and 

the other cultured, It has never been my feeling that our project had other 
WAY este och than cultural implications. It is purely an attempt at either proving that 

more profit could be made by a change in methods or the same amount could 
PP aHAMER tain to be made with less effort. t 

ind farh ddr % Our one effort is that of increasing income. 

MN Hows / There always seems to be more avenues open to spending any avail- + 
able cash than there are sources of income. Give any American sufficient 

soteds desudih money and he will both find needs to which it could be put and use for his 
own leisure time, 

mie p We are, in this field, competing with commercial interests. They 
: j m are offering comparable services profitable to themselves, The choico of 

following one or the other entails no psychological deduction. It becomes 
:, m ®* question of assured profit with the secondary satisfaction that always 

comes from a good job performed at a profit. 

Cost should always accompany any recommended practice in the cultural 
bitoneb oi az class of projects. Yield is intangible, for increasing yield goes not nocess- 

arily mean increasing profit. In fact, any suggested practice is not worth 
Se wetnin vt the paper required to outline it until it has been tried out on farms as a ro= 

sult demonstration and yielded a cash return, Cost accounts and extension rece ih sade vvieeh eat ail ommendations are one and inseparable. 

MEF dE Poultry is an added source of farm income - a means of diversifying. 

hitfcon berest In 1911 poultry returned 6.4% of the gross farm income, In 1915 
' ee ‘a the teturn was 5.9%. Each period has shown a substantial increase, that is, Dares a bas 1921 - 8.3%; 1931 - 10,66; and 1938 - 114. 

ins F i Poultry keeping has graduated from tho back lot, doorstep class 
ead opt of"kept-by-the-farm-wi fo-for-pin-money" to an accepted place in our farming 

' ss program, 

- thedvdh vit In this development the cooperation and assistance has been solicited 
and secufed of many other agencies and departments such as: 

, ite) $6 ' 

Agricultural Engineering, in the early days of old fashioned hous- 
b ortsrd Lares bd? ing bees where with the help of the neighborhood we would build a Wisconsin 

type 20x20 house ina day. Later assistance included the perfection of 
ice oft Plons and demonstrations for other buildings and conversion jobs, 

. «a 
“4 inah esate Veterinary Science, in laboratory diagnosis and holding clinics 

with veterinarians, hatcherymen, fecd dealers, etc. 

Animal Husbandry, in the original "Ham and Egg" moetings to stress
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sanitation and later in marketing by the moat meetings, 

Home Economics, in-the canning of cull hens, 

Farm Managonent, in stressing the uso of good flocks for divorsification 
and better farn manasenent, 

Commercial agencies, such as, the Carbolincun Company of Milwaukee in 
furnishing supplies of their products for control of mites in the poultry house, 

Oscar Mayar Company with car lot rates on ncat scraps to promote sunner 
: feeding of a dry mash contnining animal protein, 

Yocum Faust Company with cost rates on cod liver oil for foeding demon- 
strations,. 

Public utilitics in a cooperative demonstration of dlectric brooding 
trials that included motor installations:for obtaining costs, ‘ 

Masonite Company in furnishing insulntion board for brooding trials. 

Marketing agencies in special shipments to try smles and packages, 

ie ' b Departuent of Agriculture ond Markets, in establishment of Grades and 
pike ; fornation of Breeder orznnizations. 

i oa Livestock Sanitary Board, with a trailer exhibit for promotion of san- 
: itation and production in Avian 7T.B. 

i f Swift & Company in Turkey killing and dressing schools, 

4 a - Profject S. L. 23 ie generalized as Poultry Management. This covers the 
Lh routine of feeding, management, caro and the other accepted items in good 

, ee poultfy hushandry, 

gee As a means of checking our zeneral recommendations in practice and to ; better gauge the profitabloness of poultry we conduct Record Flocks, 

Me oe “ General farm flocks report cach month the eggs production, feed consumption, 
mya ae foed prices, mortality and egg price. From this report a computed fecd cost re=- 1 ee an cord is made and returned to the owner with so-called "Hints! or suggested 

Peas new practicos, reemphris on old or news. 

ae ; : This sheet also gives tho county agent a news release for cach month and 
i is a contact with Smith-Hu, hes teachers, farn papers and some other institutions * by request. 

ee The nine year averna:c for these flocks shows a return over feed of $1.51 a per bird per yoar or better than $150.00 per 100 hon flock fron eggs alone, 

& : a The Poultry Program is given in the following outline:
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1. A farm flock of 150 with inerease in multiples thereof or only | 
sufficient hens, possibly 30+40, to sunply fresh egss and some meat for the 
fauily. Elimination of the uneconomic farm unit of about 60 which offers 

; neither an acded source of farm income or an economical use of timc, cquipe= 
nent or buildings, ; 

2. Early hatching, 

a. Sellinz cockerels as broilers on the highest market. 
b. Having pullets matured and in production during the late fall 

and carly winter period of high egg price. 

3. Following a strict sanitation progran. 

4, Building or remodeling to combine the principles involved in the 
‘ Wisconsin Straw Loft Poultry House, 

5. Feeding home mixed rations that utilizo to the fullest extent home 
grown products supplemented by necessary concentrates and minerals to main- 
tain aponsistent 50 percent production from the laying flock and steady 
growth with young stock, 

eas 6. Producing the kind of product when and as the market wants it. De~ 
E mand fors 

Ain. a. Clean, frosh cggs with uniform golden yellow yolk from cod liver 
2 ; oil fed hens, 

b. Early broilers; well fleshed ronsters and capons. 
ce. Woll finished 10-16 pound turkeys. 

i i 7. Marketing to the best advantage through the most profitable outlet. 

F pk a. Cooperative marketing from some regions of large volume. 
bd. Ona graded basis for the state generally, 

: ce. Through the special Chicago & Milwaukee buyers along the Lake 
ern Shore region, 

Baal P 8. Cost Records, Utilizing the data obtained from production costs as 
: a guide to changes required in methods. i 

In the selection of sub-projects we have others than "culling", An in- 
crease in problems presented by increased poultry population hns meant atton- 

; tion to other special phases. 

: ; Culling and Pyllet Scloction - Culling gnined tnstant acceptance because 
it was that type of denonstration that could become imnediately applicable, It 

Bes ota is now an accepted practice, 

{ Pullet selection is a newer phase of tho same general recommondation. 
} Soe pullets should never bo housed, 

Poultry House Construction and Equipment ~ Housing bees were a means of 
establishing a fow permanent result demonstrations. Since that tine plans 
have been made to provide for larger buildings and such other equipment 
§$ colony house, range shelter and furnishings. f
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Chick Rearing ~ Establishment of result denonstrations with growing costs 
to broiler age. Brooding report, cost sheets, brief series of post card re=- 

. ninders and special circulars on chick feeding and sanitation furnished, 

Sanitation and Adult Mortality - Mortality in adult flocks is the problem 
of immediate and greatest concern at this time, This project deals with care 
and management from source of chicks through the growing and production period 
to reduce this loss, 

Egg and Poultry Marketing - Conference and suggestions on set-up and pro- 
duction problens. Now considering car lot marketing of dressed turkeys on 
grade. y f 

Turkey Rearing ~ Encouraging large commercial flocks and discouraging small wits that do not receive adequate care and management. Probably a mininun 
would be a colony house and 200 poults started. Maximum size in the state last season was 20,000 started on one farn. i 

Progeny Tosting - With the advent of R.0.P. has come the necessity for better organized and properly planned breeding progrons,. Special attention needs be directed toward longevity, low mortality ana the identification of a individuals and families that meet specific requirements, Cooperating with Cea the larger breeding plants and commercial , poultry farms, 

4-H - This project is referred to G. EB. Annin (half-time extension) : in organizing and training. Includes project selection and information. 

i I carried a special Junior project the last two years in cross breed— . ing Dark Cornish malos and Now Hampshire feuales for the production of heavily breast mented capons. 

References: 

: Bulletin 433 - Produce Good Eggs for Hatching 
: 434 — Chick Feeding 

371 - New Chick Feeding Facts 
' Circular 6 - Fight Poultry Lico & Mites 

: 141 - Feeding for Ezgs 
177 - Control Round Worms and Tape Worms in Poultry ; 
180 - Cull Your Flock 
208 - Colony Houses for Poultry 
210 - Tuberculosis in Poultry 

a” 228 = Coccidiosis of Chickons 
: 231 - Turkeys 

ee 256 - Cavinfectants 
panko 284 - The Straw Loft Poultry House | 285 ~ Chick Brooding 

: : Special Circulars - Produco Pullets that Live 
Caro & Feed of Baby Chicks 

j Poultry on the Dairy Barn 
| , Coccidiosis in Chickens 

The Rane Shelter for Wisconsin Farms



RURAL LIFE EXTENSION PROGRAM 

from 

RURAL SOCIOLOGY DEPARTMENT 
Presented to 

WISCONSIN EXTENSION WORKERS 

November 7, 1938 

I, Analysis of Present Situation 

1. Assumptions on which program is based 

ae We assume that we are interested in seeing that people have an oppor- 
tunity to function as individuals and as members of a well-rounded 

’ . and satisfying rural society. 

b. We believe that rural people as a whole have fewer opportunities 
than urban people. These opportunities vary from one situation to 

Fa another. 

: c. We believe that the sound approach to a rural life program starts 
be oot ; with the local situation and grows from there outward. This program 
a of work is, therefore, based as far as possible upon analysis and 

leh interpretation of local social necds. (Local is used here to mean 
hie cen’ neighborhood, community and county situations.) 

. 2. The emphasis of the program last year was centered around three major 
Pit, needs: 

ae Greater coordination of local activities and agencies. 

be Better understanding on the part of rural people of vital 
social and economic problems of the day. 

ce More group cultural activities and increased personal development 
through such means as? ; 

(1) drama 
(2) discussion ; 
(3) mesic 

ll, Methods of Carrying on this Program 

1. Analyzing local needs 

ae Local situations are analyzed to discover local needs and as a 
means of interesting and informing local people of the social 
situation in which they live. Interpretations are then made in 
light of the relation of the local to broader situations.
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be. Such analysis and interpretations are undertaken by the following 
means? 

(1) Interviews, conferences of leaders and committee mectings. 

(2) GCooperative-self-surveys. Examples: 

(a) Recognition of the general social needs of a local 
situation on the part of local people came out of the 
Kenosha County "Citizens! Survey" of 1928-1931. 

: (b) Apprecintion of the needs of a special age group came 
A : out of the "Youth Surveys" in Douglas, Waushara, Taylor 

P and Washburn counties. 

ie (3) Regular departmental research. Example: 

(a) Original urge for drama, group discussion and lender 
training came out of the "Special Interest Groups" 

re study of 1925-1927. 

2. Planning with existing groups and agencies 

a. Planning is carried on in cooperation with existing local, county 
and state groups and agencics. Meetings may be on county or state 
basis, 

4 be The purpose of planning is: 

iy a (1) To decide upon the objectives to be sought. 

(2) To develop means of accomplishing these objectives. 

(3) To stimiate individuals and groups to action. 

3. Developing leaders 

a. Emphasis is on developing volunteer local leaders. (The turnover of 
officers and committee members is from two to throe years.) 

be Training is available to all who are interested irrespective of 
organizational affiliations. 

c. Most of training schools up to this time have been of one-day duration 
ee er set up on a county basis. We are doing some experimental work with 

Gee larger schools and schools in series. 

ie d. A few schools are sct up on district and state basis. (Some of these 
Eves, are not recognized as an extension function.) 

; (1) Discussion and recreation schools on district basis. 

(2) State Recreation Leaders Laboratory. 

(3) Summer School for Rural Clergy
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4, Furnishing materials 

4 ae One of the most important services is the preparation of useful and 
f \ interesting materinls which people can use with respect to their 

local programs of work. 

bd. Types of materials takes two forms: 

(1) Free materials (with Agricultural Journalism Department) 

(2) Loan materials (with Dept. of Debating and Public Discussion, 
University Extension Division.) 

5- Assisting with or sponsoring events 

&. County and State Demonstrations 

(1) Drama festivals 

(2) Music festivals 

(3) Group discussions 

Line (4) Social recreation programs 

4 (5) Athletic events i 

b. Importance of such demonstrations 

j (1) Teaching devices 

(2) Methods of setting standards 

(3) Creating public intecrest 

(4) Demonstrating possibilities of achievement 

as (5) Providing expressional outlets for rural people 

Be (6) Giving rural people an opportunity to secure wider social : 
} and cultural contacts. 

Bos ce State wide conferences 

(1) Rural organization leaders conferences - Thinking together at 
ia a state wide level is essential to local cooperation. 

(2) Youth conferences - It is proposed to broaden the base 
another year in order to secure n cross section of the 

Baie older rural youth of the state, both in school and out 
of school. 

‘
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6. Measuring results 

%, Techniques for measuring - Satisfactory techniques have not yet been 
devised for measuring results of educational enterprises. It is 
felt that the true measure in this progran, however, should be basod 
upon personal development and group participntion. 

bd. Convenient measures at hand include the following: 

(1) Numbers participating in group enterprises. 

(2) Benefits and pleasures of participation as indicated by individual 
expression end his willingness to take part another tine. 

(3) Higher standards in terns of: 

(a) Better plays 
(b) Good reading material 

; (c) Better msic 
(a) More carefully plenned discussion 

(4) Leadership 

(a) Nunbers engaged in prograns 
(>) Evaluation of what leaders do in prosran 
(c) Development of leadership charactcristics 

(5) Achievement in terns of: 

i (a) Getting jobs done 
(bd) Objectives reached 

HII. Looking to the Future 

1. Approach to the progran 

a. The servico of this departnent is essentially concerned with assisting 
in the coordination of the social, educational and cultural prograns 
of groups and agencies in the county and community. One phase of : this coordination consists not only of helping these groups and 
agencies directly but also of promoting cooperative enterprises which 
reach across group lines, and which are intended to accomplish general ‘ 
as well as specific objectives. This requires cooperation at the ; following levels: 

(1) Federal 

(2) State 

(3) County and "community" 

(4) Inter-cooporntion of tho above levels, as failure of cooperation 
at the state or federnl level can easily negate any locally 
coordinated plan. 

| b. Thore is similar need for this coordination in dealing with problems of 
the hone and problems of the individual farm. We construe our task as : being that of working with individuals and @roups on the ‘conrmmnity” 
lovel.
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H 2. University Relationships 

a. Staff members of this department in drama and group discussion are 
also staff members in their respective university subject matter 
department, namely Speech, In addition one of the teaching staff 

. members of the Speech Department devotes part time as advisor to 
this phase of our progran. 

b. It is hoped that similar arrangements can be worked out for music with 
the School of Music, and in Recreation with the departments of 
Physical Education. 

c. Arrangement with the Department of Debating and Public Discussion 
of the Extension Division makes possible the distribution of loan 
materials for practically every phase of this prograon. 

3. Assumptions for the future 

a. Our approach to the future assumes that the county extension agents 
will think of themselves as coordinating administrators of local, 
out-of-school social, educational and cultural prograns. 

b. It assumes that each college specialist will have a greater appre- 
ciation and understanding of the total extension progran. 

c. That a greater amount of attention on the part of the administrators 
of the state extension service will be given to the analysis of local 
situations and to the coordination of local and state efforts. 

4, Emphasis for the future 

ty thee ae We recommend the following points for emphasis 

a (1) More satisfying living for rural folks including: 

; (a) Culturnl expression (drama, mesic) 
(>) Individual and group expression 

(c) Constructive use of leisure tine 
(a) Better understanding of the processes of consumption 

in the broad sense including health, education, : 
recreation, etc. 

(2) More logical thinking processes in dealing with local, state’ 
and national issues. (Domonstrations should begin at home and 
cannot exist nationally unless they function locally.) 

(3) Better coordination of individual md group efforts as a means 
of achieving these omphases.



EXTENSION WORK IN SOILS--PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE 

As reviewed by 

C. J. Chapman 

The question is sometimes asked "Just what has been accomplished 
in all these years of extension work?" As individuals turned loose ina 
great state we ask ourselves "Just what can we do that will influence the 
thinking and improve practices of 190,000 farmers in the state of Wisconsin?" 
Have we accomplished anything? Are farmers doing a little better job of 
farming as a result of our efforts in their behalf? Is the social and 
economic outlook any better for the years of effort we have poured into a 
great educational program on behalf of Wisconsin's agriculture? 

As I go back twenty-three years to my early work in 1916, 1917, 
and 1918 and review the elementary beginnings of soils extension work in 
Wisconsin, as I recall the negative attitude of farmers toward liming, the 
growing of alfalfa, a new fangled crop that was being heralded in farm 

. papers and by college professors, and who advocated this ridiculous practice 
of grinding up limestone rock and spreading it on our fields, as I review 
the confusion (even prejudice) that existed throughout the state on the 
subject of commercial fertilizers, as I recall an experience of almost 
forcible ejection from the store of a prominent merchant and owner of a 
big farm when I offered to supply free fertilizers for a demonstration on 
corn on his farm; yes, and as I recall the early antagonism of some of our 
college professors and county agents against the use of fertilizer, and then 
jump over the years and come right now to the year 1938 and see the revolu- 
tionary change that has taken place, it is indeed gratifying to know that 
the early prejudices have been wiped out,and surely it is true that a great 
change has taken place in the thinking of our agricultural leaders relative 
to soil conservation. And I firmly believe that extension work in soils has i played an importent part in this changed attitude. 

When a yearbook by the United States Department of Agriculture 
devotes 1231 pages to the general topic "Soils and Men", when on a wave of 
interest in soil conservation the thinking of agricultural leaders is com- 
pletely dominated by this soil conservation idea, where meetings attended 
by the hundreds and thousands of farmers are given over almost completely 
to discussion on soil conservation topics, when the agricultural press and 
radio devote much space and time to heralding the story of soil conservation, 
when the President of the United States in talking of national problems and 
our economic security will make the statement "The history of every nation 
is eventually written in the way in which it cares for its soil", I am 
convinced thet the influence of our educational work in the field of soils, 
soil fertility maintenance and conservation has been effective. 

And I recall vividly years ago at our Farmers! Institute meetings 
when 95% of the emphasis wes placed on livestock feeding, care and manage- 
ment problems. If I was lucky enough to get a place on the program, my 
talk would frequently be knocked into a cocked het by a Jacobs, Cummings, 
Emery Scott or Imig, who would admonish farmers that they had better go slow 
on the use of commercial fertilizers. That in a livestock system of farming 
such as practiced in Wisconsin where we are growing legumes in the rotation, 
where the manure produced from the feeding of crops grown on the farm was 
returned to the land, we were keeping our fertility in circulation and that 
“isconsin dairy farmers never would come to the general use of commercial 
fertilizers,
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But we have made progress, In a period of the past twenty-five 
years a total of better than 5,000,000 tons of lime have been used on 
Wisconsin farm lands. <A total of more than 500,000 tons of commercial 
fertilizers have been used. 

: The early work of Herman Ulisberger, W. W. Weir, Griffith Richards, 
and Otto Zeasman, the great contribution of Professor Whitson, a pioneer to 

y recognize the importance of mapping and classifying soil types, the distri- 
: bution of thousands and thousands of soil survey bulletins and soil maps 
ae which evaluate soils, outline soil and crop management practices best 

adapted to these soil type areas, the thousands and hundreds of thousands 
of soil bulletins and press articles on soil topics that have been distri- 

Lag buted and read by Wisconsin farmers and laymen--yes, all this work has had Peet ® profound influence on the thinking of our Wisconsin farmers. We have 
Sean gradually built up a greater appreciation of the importance of soil eee fertility problems. 

Oe ae The State Soils Laboratory and the detailed surveys of better 
; erat than 5,000 farms with reports to these individual farmers outlining specific ; A. Soil and crop management practices has been an effective means of stimlating 

or interest in and starting them on soil building programs, 

oe The perfection of soil testing equipment by Emil Truog, tests for 
EO soil acidity, available phosphorus and, available potash with the enlargement 

oS nt of our facilities in our central University laboratories for testing of soil mes +f Samples which now permits turning out from 15 to 20 thousand tests a year, PS iss the use of these soil testing kits by Smith-Hughes teachers of agriculture, 
ya county agents, fertilizer companies, the advent of the soil testing clinic Bah eS idea with the holding of hundreds of soil testing meetings throughout the 

state--all this work has had a great influence on the soil mindedness of 
agricultural leaders and farmers and has resulted in a more wide spread use 

: 22 of lime and fertilizers, and at the same time a more intelligent basis on ayes lifeer which to make our recommendations. 

A And I come now to the more recent coordinated program relating 
ee te to soil improvement. Farmers had been pretty well educated to the value 

eee and importance of liming acid soils, and by the year 1934 had used a total : rae of about 2,000,000 tons of lime. But still cost of the lime was the big Brig a) factor which limited its use. So, we went a step further and made it pos- Batata? : sible for farmers to purchase this lime at reduced prices, The year 1932 : ine marked the beginning of county work relief programs. Work projects on lime ter eee and marl production were set up, but only to be stopped by certain legal 
restrictions. A bill was introduced into our 1933 Legislature, and in March 

; of that year a law was passed legalizing state and county participation in 
g ays lime production projects, A state-wide lime production project was set up 

Debahaantins as a part of the drought relief program in 1934 and was prosecuted through 
Nee ee the facilities of the Federal Emergency Relief Administration. In 1935, 
Prisige Ok this liming project was reworked and set up as a WPA work project and has, oe ts as most of you know, resulted in a tremendous increase in the use of lime : ead in our state. Better than 3,000,000 tons of lime and marl have been made 

3S OH available to farmers at greatly reduced prices in these past four years. 
; Tees In fact, more lime has been produced, delivered and used on Wisconsin farms 
RO Uae, during the past four years than had been used in all history up to 1934, 

peers: Our alfalfa acreage has more than doubled in the past four years. (Right 
| now it is estimated that we have better than 1,500,000 acres of alfalfa-- 

new and old seedings--on Wisconsin farms as compared to 525,000 acres in
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1934.) This has been made possible by our liming and fertilizing program, augmented, of course, by the corn, hog and A.A.A. program. We have cut our $30,000,000 feed bill substantially. It is estimated that as a result of ; the expansion of our alfalfa acreage and the liming of an additional ' 1,000,000 acres of farm lands in the state of Wisconsin, we are adding annually better than $7,000,000 a year to the net income of Wisconsin farmers, 

(i Our present state-wide soil testing project set up and prosecuted as a WPA program in cooperation with county agents throughout the state, ) will, in my opinion, make a great contribution to our soil improvement pro- gram. Not only will this soil testing program result in the more general use of lime and fertilizers so badly needed, but it will result in the more intelligent use of these fertilizing elements, When the soil testing 
project was first announced, one county agent (you all know him)--the wise : old sage from Lincoln County--in his slow, conservative way wrote back, "Congratulations, for the good work in getting this fine project set up. Who can say but what this project will be more far reaching in its results ; than the lime program." 

4 i Well, we think we are making a contribution, and thet Smith-Lever money is being spent on a worthy cause. As an Extension Specialist in Soils I am but one of the players on this great team. Certainly it is true that . the interference by our Dean, K. L, Hatch, by our present Director of di ata Extension, by extension leaders--Russey, Rowlands and g00d old Bob--inter- yi ee ference by Whitson, Truog, Graul, Musbach, Albert and others has made Ree eeley possible a few touchdowns. Yes, there has been plenty of tackling by the ; eats defense too, and I have fumbled the ball occasionally, but I am still in the i sae game giving everything I have for the good of the cause, But I would like a Peas Ma little more help in the backfield--another halfback and a good linesman. I el oss aes just mentioned the fact that Dean Christensen was running interference. Yes, Boe ricneas and he has even been carrying the ball on this 8011 improvement program. I See have heard and you heave heard our Dean time and again lay emphasis on 8011 improvement when discussing our economic problems. 

It 48 true wo still have a big job to do. There are still some eM 6,000,000 acres of acid soils in the state that need a good 15,000,000 tons Bee oe ate of lime to bring about a lime balance. The present use of fertilizers in eet ie but one-tenth of the amount required to balance our soil fertility budget. 

ce age In this hasty survey of work that has been accomplished in the Aare field of Soils Extension, I have purposely omitted any reference to another ree very important phese of soil conservation. I have not mentioned the excel- ee a lent work of Otto Zeasman in the field of soil erosion control--one of the . si most vital problems confronting Wisconsin's agriculture. I am going to let Bis cain Otto tell his own story of what has been accomplished in battling this most Be es os devastating menace. 
be, “a4 na 
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EVOLUTION OF THE SOIL EROSION CONTROL PROJECT 

) Presented at Extension Workers! Luncheon 

by 900.4 
0. R. Zeasman 

a Dec. 5, 1938 

: Progress of the soil erosion project varies in different parts of err the state’ because the extent of erosion and recognition of the seriousness of the problem varies in different localities. The elements that determine , the degree of erosion at any particular time, such as type of rainfall, et system of farming, period of land use, etc., are 80 similar over the entire ‘ state th:t they need not enter this discussion, However, two factors . affecting rate of erosion, type of soil and subsoil, and topography make for different erosion rates and logically divide the state into regions. 

: The coulee region of western Wisconsin, largely unglaciated, oc- ‘ cupies a belt 50 to 80 miles wide extending from the southern boundary of : a ; the state up to about the northern boundary of Pierce County. It is un- a : necessary to describe the topography of this region because all of you have ' a seen it. It is easy for you to appreciate that run-off from torrential a : rains is excessive and swift. Mention of a few s0il characteristics may be : i , enlightening. Before the glacial period, the Mississippi River system had Poe et been cut down to an elevation about 200 ft. lower than its present flood , Sk ag plain,. The melting of the ice sheet produced large quantities of run-off et vil : laden with soil materials. Rivers such as the Chippewa, Beef, Trempealeau, i aN ie Black and many smaller tributaries carried such large sediment trains thet ey ae the Mississippi with its flat gradient could not carry away. Its flood plain - Bene: and that of the lower reaches of these tributaries became filled to a depth haem a : of about 300 ft. After the glacier had melted, the Mississippi River cut it aid Rees irregularly downward about 100 ft. into this alluvium flood plain and the og > lower reaches of the tributaries did likewise, leaving large areas of level ARSON river terrace soils as benches along the valley margins, The soil of these : : i terraces is variable, but large areas of it are among the best soils of the : ite region. Notable among them are the Menomonie plain along the Red Cedar River, the North Bend, Melrose area along the Black River, the West Salem a prairie, etc. These terrace soils are being dissected at a rapid rate by run-off water from the ridges that flow over these benches and drop off r | : the abrupt faces in escaping to the flood plain of the streams. The energy = ites : of these waterfalls cuts enormous gullies into these most level valuable soils of the region. 

whe j It was in soil of fhis kind in Buffalo County that our erosion A sat ORE control project started over 15 years ago, We built structures, so-called adi tha:.: dams, that were pictured in government bulletins of the time but found to F irc our sorrow that they had nothing to commend them except cheap first cost. : ate Maintenance was so high that within a year or two it was apparent that more pie en permanent structures would be cheaper in the long run and immeasurably more effective. Occasional farmers here and there built demonstration dame with our help and supervision, 

The ridge land of this coulee region is peculiarly susceptible to sheet erosion, the wasting away by run-off of a more or less uniform layer of surface soil. This ultimately reduces productiveness of all rolling land. A large part of the ridge soil of this coulee region was brought in by the wind, probably in the early post-glacial period. Transportation by wind
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produced a peculiar soil, one very high in its content of silt and very 
fine sand, and low in clay and colloid, the binder materials. Such a soil 
is especially erodible. Gradually some farmers became interested in con- 
trolling the sheet erosion on ridge fields. Terracing and strip cropping 
are the approved methods used for this purpose. 

Tor the period 1922-29 only about one month a year of my time 
was devoted to this erosion control project. Very few people around the 

iB College aside from Professor Whitson thought the effort worthwhile. In 
i fact, the general assumption was that under our system of livestock farming 

oc with a good acreage of meadow crops and rotations, you could have no 
5 destructive erosion. In 1929, Director K. L. Hatch, Dean Russell, and our 

: late Professor B. R. Jones took field trips with me at various times and 
became interested in the problem. From then on I have used most of my time 

i on the project. The Lake States Forest Experiment Station cooperated in 
the summer of 1929. They paid an assistant, H. D. Bruhus, who helped me with 

F field work in building structures for three months. 

‘ The end of 1932 marked the end of the early pioneer demonstration 
- stage in this coulee region. We hed constructed about 85 demonstration dams 

f controlling watersheds from 25 to 250 acres in area, had terraces on about 
: 250 farms, considerable st#ip cropping and made a start on stream bank 

4 control, 

ney We had used the circular on strip cropping published in 1914 by 
: ; Professor Whitson and Dunnewald as a result of observations from soil sur- 

3 veys and had added two other publications. Interest in the project was 
id ated increasing in western Wisconsin. 

DEF With the inauguration of C.C.C. came an expansion. This organi- 
f zation was intended for forestry work only, but California, Iowa and 

4 “Lowe Wisconsin applied for camps to be used on control of soil erosion, Noble 
HY revit Clark and Adj. Gen. Immell represented Wisconsin at Washington and "brought p : home the bacon!", 

it tov Early in June, 1933, we were notified that we would receive 10 
camps. On the 10 we started conference and field training for 80 engineers 

\ from the Ag College and College of Engineering. Our organization was U. S. 
‘ Forestry service, fiscal agent, Noble Clark, administrator, E. R, Jones, 

‘D4 field director, with myself serving as general assistant. On June 21 the 
f i camps began to arrive. 

During the season we built about 225 dams in major outlet gullies. 
ue Under the regulations we were compelled to call the work flood control. We 

: were not authorized to do any sheet erosion control work but did build a 
: few terraces and called them diversion dans. 

Late November of that year another New Deel agency, C.W.A. donated 
Love some help to the erosion control project. We were given about 3,000 men in 
: ‘ 20 groups to work on stream bank control. The late B. R. Jones served as 

administrator and I acted as field director with about 200 engineers making 
detailed plans and supervising construction. This was the petiod of expan- 
sion of stream bank erosion control. The C.W.A. organization was disbanded ed in the spring, 1934, 

cot 1 That summer we worked 9 C.C.C. camps as in the previous season, 
Our tenth camp was given to the Coon Valley project of the Soil Brosion
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1 Service which started functioning early that year. This year somewhat 

De 5 al fewer dams were constructed but decided expansion was permitted into the 
: Lis field of sheet erosion control. We constructed terraces on several hundred 

‘ont farms, started more strip cropping and added considerably to the forestry 
work, : 

, In April of 1935 the Soil Conservation Service was added as a 
i bureau of the U.S. D. A. They were given direct charge of the C.C.C.camps 

D ct and had their number increased to 17. They continued building dams but 
0% a AE placed emphasis on complete plans for erosion control of every farm unit on 
rid oteda which they worked. During the three years they have worked about 2,000 

+% st farms. In the meantime, two projects, Fennimore and Independence, were 
: added to the No. 1, Coon Valley. 

ums The gross accomplishment of these federal services is considerable 
but the rate secures control on only 1% of the farms a year that need work 
right now. In an effort to speed up this rate, the soil conservation 
district's law was enacted by the last legislature. This is enabling legis- 

‘ lation that prescribes methods by which farmers can organize districts as 
Be ond political subdivisions for purpose of receiving some federal and state aid 

; in intensive planning for erosion control. Districts are now being 
shoe dec organized in western Wisconsin. 

Eastern and northern parts of the state have a milder erosion 
Ao ator problem. Only about 20% of the land is threatened with sheet erosion, but 

z of course the distribution is not uniform. Work here is in early pioneer 
demonstration stage. The occasional farmer becomes interested in one or 
another phase of erosion control. In much of this area one desirable sup- 

, plementary weapon is available. Many of the farms contain some good quality 
‘ , marsh land that can be tile dtained and used for corn, and release the 

oi eaced rolling upland largely for alfalfa. 

bo The sand plain of central Wisconsin has a serious wind erosion 
problem. A. R. Albert, and more recently Mr. Trenk, pioneered work in 

[ shelter belt planting. For the past year we have had an assistant, Albert 
. 38am Hanson, located at Wautoma helping with this development and with expansion 

of strip cropping for control of wind erosion. 

bf With the development of the Federal Soil Conservation Service 
; d@ aq our work in erosion control has grown into a cooperative effort. They help 

finance two assistants, one T. R. Pattison in the northern part of the 
coulee region, and Albert Hanson in the sand plain. We help with the 

} 1 general educc.tional work and the Soil Conservation Service does the detail 
re demonstrations in western Wisconsin and the extension men attempt the 

’ demonstrations in the newer territory of eastern and northern Wisconsin, 

The Agronomy Department has F. V. Burcalow as a department specialist 
working especially on pastures and crop cover in the coulee region to help 

‘ in the erosion control field by securing adjustment of land to its proper 
2 ‘ use. 

: } In summary, it is apparent that this project is carried on in 
‘to g different stages of development because needs are variable and readjustments 

“tt ¢ in land and farm management are involved. In the development wherever and 
in whatever stage it occurs we must keep it technically sound. There are 

} only two fundamental principles of water erosion control? (1) reduce run-off 
Es ;
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eae by storing more of the rainfall on or in the soil; (2) dispose of the 
haa unavoidable run-off in a safe manner. We need to do all we cen under 

cath eee principle (1) by modifying cultivetion to conform to the contour, increase 
ae the acreage and improve stand of the meadow cover, improve pastures and z increase forestry area, increase the organic matter (perhaps I should say ; maintain as nearly <8 we can), After we have done all we can of the above ; ; under a system of livestock farming, we will still have plenty of run-off 

concentrate in the main draws. Unless this is disposed of safely we will : bse lose many individual farms by dissection of the field areas with outlet fn} gullies, This is the more difficult and expensive feature of erosion . py control, but it is an essential part of a sound program. Well managed, Se eo grassed waterways and correctly designed well built and maintained ‘ structures are the answer, Not all farmers can afford dams at once and 7 it is not the point of wisdom to insist on installation in such situations. , ‘ate But it is equally poor judgement to dismiss an essential part of a complete 
program because not all farmers are in a position to adopt all of it at rng once. We do not in general discourage building of good barns and farm i ee homes because not all farmers can afford to build now. Some farmers feel Pent, now that they can better afford to build dams than to have their ftelds cut ’ in patches. Let's keep each essential feature in the program, help farmers ; adopt them individually as their needs and means dictate and permit. 

sh 
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"Relationships" 
lacs a by. eames a Arlie Mucks 

Program Coordinator in Agricultural Extension 

: This year's series of monthly luncheon conferences marks a new step He in the policy of this wnofficial, voluntary group. 

« ; Before cooperation or coordination can be carried out it is necessary ate for us to appreciate the position and the job of the other fellow. Thus the whee : committee was under the necessity of reviewing or having reviewed all exten- ; sion projects by all of the departments doing extension work in the College. ae This has been a long job and a necessary jov. I believe all of the departments ' me and individuals who participated in these past meetings are to be commended on the clear and concise way in which they presented, on the scope, on the ‘ objectives and the cooperation involved in the various projects, 

baits Need for Coordination 

: The day of individual, isolated, separated specielists projects, is 
past. The Federal Department of Agriculture has recently, January 1, this 
year, established a special administrative, coordinating project, called 
County Agricultural Planning. This project was created and financed largely by the United States Department of Agriculture and today we have five Assis- 
tant County Agents in Five selected Wisconsin counties for the purpose of 
giving special assistance to the County Agent in doing in the field a job of 
coordination between all federal agricultural action agencies. 

Director Clark in our first meeting pointed out the question of re-~ 
lationship between the federal Department of Agriculture and the College of 
Agriculture insofar as finances vas concerned. We get practically eighty 
per cent of our Extension funds in Wisconsin from the federal government, 
and twenty per cent from the stete, and there is constantly before us the 
question of meeting federal requirements as well as state objectives in 
agricultural extension work, 

Some Considerations 

This group has attempted first to get a picture of what Extension 
projects there are and the cooperation existing between them. The job is 
not completed, however. In fact, it is hardly begun and I should like to 

| suggest specifically some things that might be considered by the new Committee 
in furthering the objectives of this program. These are: 

1. That a County Agent, a Home Agent and a Club Agent be selected to attend 
one of these luncheons and to indicate how in his judgment and from his ex 
perience the specialists might better assist him in carrying out his county 
agricultural program of work. Does he need more bulletins? Does he need more 
specialist!s help at meetings, conferences, in planning and carrying out pro~ 
Jects? Will assistance in publicity matters, will assistance in coordination 
of the various agriculturel interests in his county be of assistance to him? 

“more~
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2. We have in Wisconsin a Council of Agriculture which includes in its member- 
ships practically all of the existing farm organizations in the state, Since 
Extension workers in this group meet periodically with the local organizations 
included in this Council, it might be well worth-while considering having the 
President or the Secretary of this Council appear before this group and indi- 
cate how in his judgment we might be of further assistance to them in planning 
their programs, 

ee 3. There is need today to bring the Extension Service men into the planning vo of our Experiment Station Field Day programs. In the past the administration : : of Station Days has been left largely to the resident Director who has been . principally concerned with research, 
, The attendance at these Field Days has passed beyond the ability ana 

the time of one man to plan and carry through, 
Perhaps much more might be made out of our summer Field days if a 

committee of specialists in Extension work were to carefully plan the programs 
for these stations, 

4, In the past recent years the question of College of Agriculture exhibits BL ge at the larger exhibitions in the state, particularly at the State Fair, has PES {HOY been left to Rasmussen and Jorns to develop and carry out. There should be Rh ageset coordination between the interests of the teaching groups in the College, the uv ret Extension group and the Experiment Station group in order that a complete 
" picture of these three facilities of the College be presented, 

t 5. At the last Extension Workers conference a question was raised as to what i had been done in the development of a routing or booking agent for Extension 
Ra i people. I believe there is a wide difference of opinion as to the advisability 
i of having such a personnel or office, Would not this be the proper place to 

bring this up for impartial discussion? ould not the experiences of other 
states that have at present a booking agent be worthwhile to consider? 

pO 6. ‘The question of publications particularly is a vital one to specialists. 
eof Specialists should keep in mind that elaborate, highly illustrated publications 

on expensive paper naturally cost much more than do plainer publications, 

. 7. How can specialists be best used ~- as speakers at meetings, in assisting 
i Oounty Agents and County Agricultural Committees in planning their programs 

RY of work, in holding schools for Agricultural Conservation Committeemen, for 
it Farm Security Administration Comty Supervisors, for Soil Conservation Project 

men and §mitheHughes teachers, =~ with a small Extension force in the College 
: and with a large number of county workers in the state in many different 

' agencies handling many different projects. It would seem that the ability, 
‘ experience and judgment of the specialists could be used to better advantage 

) ae in training these people rather than in holding individual small subject matter 
ee meetings, 

~more=
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5 rd Hott Sweeping Changes Taking Place 

q i etae I believe that while this past series of luncheon conferences in Biter ‘ directing attention to the fundamental objectives involved in assisting specialist work, yet too little time has been given for consideration and rest? discussion, We have attempted to cover a lot of ground in a very short ' G4 time and all of us recognize the rapid changes that are taking place in ifada te agricultural extension work, It seems that these changes come increasingly EP ece bese by ee more rapid, 

Y Siky orld In my judgment the supervisors and the Oounty Agents both will , need to rely more and more on the use of specialists in planning county te F Bh and regional agricultural programs, Some real progress has been made in Set A this work in the last few years, particularly in the case of Hall, Lacey, Hayes and Chapman. Duffy mentioned in his report that the whole question tot ot of economical size of farm, the changes in housing facilities and in the | : ay f operation of machinery is undergoing a sweeping change and this is true in ‘otk Read all departments in the College. 

tof eatott It means that the specialists group which is the group to recommend ha cvhertodot changes in farm practices and farm procedures needs to be constantly alert not only to the changes taking place in their field but in other fields Y wh a which will directly affect their work, 

we Lederer I believe we can consider this series of meetings has opened up a Mae ait Ye vitally important field and I believe that it would be wrong to do anything eg? donk. other than follow through on the foundati on already laid, 

The suggestions which I have offered are made merely to point out Beant 4s some things that need to be considered in the interest of better coordination, 

Lak tans 
|
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